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PRE&FOST
Great games should have great kickoffs and exciting finishes.

LOBBY BAR. "ifyou
stand near its fountain in
the middle of the lobby
...ultimately you will see
everybody who is anybody
in the Delta..:' Magnificent
etched-glass skylights.
The Peabody Ducks. The
place for great beginnings
and endings.
DUX. In Mew York it's
Maxwell's Plum, in Mew Or
leans it's Brennan's, in
Chicago it's Harry's, and
in Memphis it's DUX.
Food for thought.
Provocative nuances

to define every hour...
great food, greatdrink,
great people. Uniquely ex
citing. Uniquely DUX.

CHEZ PHILIPPE.

Only one restaurant
can be a city's best.
Classic cuisine. Superb
service. Ambience.Only at the
hotel that set the standards
for an entire region.The ex
perience is CHEZ PHILIPPE.

AGAIN AND FOREVER.
THE SOUTH'S GRAND
HOTEL. CHEERS.

149 Union Avenue/Memphis, Tennessee 58103/901/529-4000
a BELZ development

Dr. Thomas G. Carpenter
President

Memphis State
vs.
Southern
Mississippi

981
FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE

Liberty Bowl
Memorial
Stadium

September 5—
Mississippi State (A) 1:30 p.m.
September 12—
Florida State

(A) 7:00 p.m.

September 19—
Ole Miss

(H) 7:30 p.m.

September 26—
Georgia Tech

CONTENTS

(A) 1:30 p.m.

October 3—
VirginiaTech
October 10—
Louisville

(A) 1:30 p.m.
(H) 7:30 p.rr

October 17—
So. Mississippi

(H) 7:30 p.m.

October 24—
Tennessee
October 31—
Vanderbilt

(H) 1:30 p.m
(A) 1:00 p.m.

November 7—
Cincinnati
November 14—
Tulane
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Coaching Staff
Trainers & Managers
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Cheerleaders
Tiger Club
Memphis State Roster
Southern Mississippi Roster

(A) 1:30 p.m.

1981-82 Tiger Basketball
40b
Officials' Signals
.44
Stadium Information
.45
Mighty Sound of the South
47
Tiger Club Members
.49
Rex Dockery Show
51
Tigers in the Pros
53
MSU Broadcasters
56
Tiger Ail-Americans
57
Modern Day Records ....59, 61, 62
Southern Mississippi
67
Tiger Player of the Week
71

(H) 1:30 p.

MILLINGTON TELEPHONE COMPANY
4870 NAVY ROAD

INOKPCNDCNT

MILLINGTON, TENN.

Serving Millington, Mason, Munford, Memphis N.A.S.,
Rosemark, Stanton, and Shelby Forest
872-3311 ... Pres.-Gen. Mgr. W. S. BABE HOWARD

The game is over.
but the party^
is just beginning.
T:

'JSxWbJcr;
Entertainment &
Dancing Nightly
263 Wagner • Overlooking the River
526-1966

RESTAURANT & BISTRO
60 SO. FRONT STREET, (901) 523-7144
P.O. BOX 3769, MEMPHIS, TN. 38103

Itamer's
Dock

WOLFGANG'S
101 South Front
(Behind The Pier)
521 0856

Ribs
Entertainment and Dancing
Friday and Saturday

100 Wagner PI.
526-7381

After the Game,
Sing Along with Mary Jane

110 Wagner Place (on the River)
521-1300

fffluxiCte
3165 Forest Hill Rd.
Telephone—755-6710

RENDEZVOUS

Reservations suggested.

the

>e & Union • Second & Third

. ^ _

Carriage

house

680 ADAMS - REAR
MEMPHIS, TN. 38103
Serving Lunch and Dinner

arlum
5538 SUMMER AVENUE
PHONE 372-4757

FANTASTIC FOOD and SPIRITS
HAPPIEST HAPPY HOUR • LATE NIGHT SNACKS
• SUPER SUNDAY BRUNCH •
Germantown Village Square
754-0760

525-1170

The American Express® Card. Don't leave home without it.SM

This Week's Game
LAST WEEK

The kicking game brought havoc
to Memphis State last Saturday night
as the Tigers lost to Louisville, 14-7,
in the Liberty Bowl. Both Louisville
scoring drives started within Mem
phis State's 10-yard line and were
both set up on miscues in MSU's
kicking game. The Cardinals jumped
ahead 7-0 on a four-yard scoring
pass after MSU punter Stan Weaver
dropped his first of two punts on the
MSU ten. The second half started
off with a boom on MSU as Louis
ville's Frank Minnifield dashed 88
yards on the opening kick-off to set
up UL's second TD on a 3-yard run.
Ironically, Memphis State scored
their points, on poor kicking cover
age as Anthony Parker dashed 22
yards with a punt in second quarter.
That set up a 22 yard TD pass from
Tom Smith to Mike Dion, which was
a first for both Smith and the Tigers
this year. After MSU tied the score,
they appeared to be on their way to

taking the lead as they drove the ball
to the Louisville 21, but Eric Becton
fumbled to stop the drive. MSU's
defense The Swarm also came up
with big plays of their own as Marvin
Chatman blocked a 24 yard field goal
with 1:47 remaining in the first half.
Southern Mississippi proved that
their current record is no fluke as
they rallied to tie powerhouse Ala
bama, 13-13, last Saturday in Bir
mingham. The Golden Eagles knot
ted up the game for a final time,
when Steve Clark hit on a 40-yard
field goal with 8 seconds remaining.
Clark also hit a 33-yarder to put
Southern up 3-0 in the first quarter.
USM picked up their other seven
points when quarterback Reggie
Collier scampered five yards for the
TD in the fourth quarter. On the day,
Collier was 14 of 25 for 202 yards.
Southern Mississippi, incidentally, is
now the only undefeated major col
lege team in the Southeast.

SERIES RECORD

As Memphis State's third oldest
series, Southern Mississippi holds a
17-13-1 edge over the Tigers. South
ern Miss won the first three games
played and shut out MSU in the first
two contests (12-0 in 1935, and 25-0
in 1936). 1953 marked the first time
MSU triumphed by a 27-13 margin.
This series is also unique in that the
teams met twice in 1964 (the only
time MSU has faced a team twice in
one year). The Tigers at one time
won five consecutive games over
USM from 1959-63, then six in a row
from 1966-71.
TIGERS vs. COLLINS

Memphis State has not had much
luck against Bobby Collins. In their
five meetings, the Tigers have won
only once, by a 42-14 decision in
1977. In that period, Memphis State
has been outscored 84-71. This is
also the first time Collins and Rex
Dockery have met while both have
been head coaches.

Memphis State University Sports Hall Of Fame

We support the tigers.
Please support us!

The 9th annual Memphis State
University Hall of Fame and Athlete
of the Year Banquet was held re
cently at the Peabody Hotel in Mem
phis. The gala event started with a
reception at 6:00 pm and followed
with dinner at 7:00 pm.
Twenty individuals received
awards, including four inductees into
the Hall of Fame, a Golden Tiger of
the Year recipient, the Billy J. Mur
phy Award winner and 14 student
athletes, who were selected as being
the best in their sport last year.
Oscar Robertson, the former college
and NBA star, was the featured
speaker at this year's banquet.
The four inductees into the Hall of

Fame were footballers Harry Schuh
(1961-64) and Andy Settles (1947-48),
basketball great Larry Finch (196973) and golfer Ken Lindsay (1963-66).
The 1981 Golden Tiger Award was
presented to Mr. Herb Anderton, a
long time supporter of the Memphis
State Athletic Department.
For the first time, the Billy J. Mur
phy Award was presented to a for
mer Memphis State athlete, who has
graduated and gone on to distinguish
himself in the field of business. This
year's winner was Miller J. Mathews,
a football great in the late 1950's,
who is the owner of Mathews Ser
vices, Inc. of Memphis.
Awards to the Athletes of the Year

ARMSTRONG TRANSFER
& STORAGE CO.

\jRACi
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, INC.
3311 ELVIS PRESLEY BLVD., MEMPHIS
398-9231

3927 Winchester
Local and Long Distance Moving
Crating and Electronic Specialists - Storage

JOHN J. CAMPBELL CO., INC.
BOX 34548

6012 RESOURCES DRIVE

ROOFING, SHEET METAL
& BUILDING MATERIALS

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38134
TELEPHONE
901-372-B400

for 1980-81 were presented to Todd
Ondra (Football), Hank McDowell
(Basketball), Dave Anderson (Base
ball), Ken Tsurusaki (Gymnastics),
Terron Wright (Track), Steve Mansour (Tennis), Jeff Smith (Golf),
David Hahn (Golf-Scholar Athlete),
Linda Street (Women's Basketball),
Mary Jane Bowen (Women's Golf),
Susan Ferguson (Women's Gymnas
tics), Debra Spencer (Women's
Track), Jennifer Jones (Women's
Tennis) and Sandy Monce (Women's
Volleyball).
The annual Hall of Fame Banquet
and Athlete of the Year Dinner is
sponsored by the MSU Alumni Asso
ciation.

m

THE PEOPLE YOU KNOW ARE THE PEOPLE WHO GO TO
Midtown — 1620 Madison Avenue
East — 5014 Poplar at Mendenhall
South — 1232 East Shelby Drive
Raleigh — 3545 Austin Peay at Yale Rd.
WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE?
I

Nelson fEnfcirott & -®otta, inr.
JEWELERS
920 DERMON BLDG. - THIRD & COURT • 901-525-5726
SUITE 500-5100 POPLAR AVE. • 901-767-3320
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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Experienced Patterson
Assumes AD Role

Bob Patterson

Bob Patterson, a thirty-year vet
eran of athletics, is the new athletic
director at Memphis State, replacing
Billy J. Murphy.
Patterson, 48, is a former Tiger
football player, graduate and assis
tant coach and was inducted into the
Memphis State Athletic Hall of Fame
in 1979.
He was born in Nashville and
entered the University of Tennessee,
where he majored in physical educa
tion and played football for Robert
Neyland, in 1950. In 1952 he trans
ferred to Memphis State and con
tinued his football career, playing
three seasons under Ralph Hatley
and being named captain of the 1954
team. Patterson received Little AllAmerica honors as a guard in both
his junior and senior years.
Following two years in the air
force and coaching stints at DobynsBennett High School in Kingsport,

Tenn. and at Southwestern Louisi
ana, Patterson returned to Memphis
State in 1961 as linebacker and de
fensive end coach, replacing Ray
Malavasi, now head coach of the
Los Angeles Rams.
He moved to Vanderbilt in 1963
as defensive line coach and Steve
Sloan named him his administra
tive assistant in 1973. When Sloan
moved to Texas Tech, he took Pat
terson with him in the same ca
pacity, and after Sloan went to Ole
Miss five years later, Patterson re
mained at Texas Tech as defens
ive end coach and administrative
aid to Rex Dockery, a position
he accepted at Memphis State in
1980 after Dockery was named head
coach.
Bob and his wife Dotty have four
children, Mrs. Martha Rowen, 24,
William R. Patterson, Jr., 21, Beth,
19, and Emma Lou, 15.

Corporate Park
Where we designed our
buildings around nature.

Shelby Oaks Corporate Park is a
totally planned business commun
ity which includes office buildings,
shopping centers, warehouse
space as welI asrestaurants and
motels.Shelby Oaksis located at the
junction of Interstate 40 and
Sycamore View Road.
Contact: Mr. Art Massey
BELZ Investment Company, Inc.
5118 Park Avenue
Memphis. Tennessee 38117
ENTERPRISES Phone: (901) 767-4780

r,
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Dockery 'Comes Home' as Tiger Coach
"I guess I just believe there's a
right time and place for everybody,
and I believe Memphis State is the
right place for me."

Dockery then moved to the col
lege ranks as a wide receiver coach
under Bill Battle at Tennessee in
1970-71, then was hired as offensive
line coach at Georgia Tech under
offensive coordinator and long-time
friend Steve Sloan in 1972. When
Sloan became head coach at Vanderbilt in 1973 he hired Dockery as
his offensive coordinator. The duo
moved to Texas Tech in 1975, a sea
son which saw the Red Raiders
average more than 400 yards per
game under Dockery.

So said Rex Dockery, a native
Tennessean who celebrated a home
coming of sorts when he agreed to
accept the position of head football
coach at Memphis State last Decem
ber.
Dockery comes to the Tigers after
a three-year stint as head man for
the Texas Tech Red Raiders, who
posted a 15-16-2 record under his
guidance.
Raised in Cleveland, Tenn., he
graduated from Bradley County High
School and signed with the Univer
sity of Tennessee, where he lettered
for two years as an offensive line
man. In 1966 he became the head
football coach at Harriman (Tenn.)
High School, where he registered a
15-6 two-year record. From there,
Dockery moved to Morristown (Tenn.)
East High School, whose squad

Rex Dockery
posted a 19-2 mark in his two years
as head coach and won the Ten
nessee state AAA championship in
1969.

When Sloan left for Ole Miss in
1978, Dockery was given the job as
head coach and responded in his
first season by winning SWC Coachof-the-Year honors, taking a team
tabbed for the conference cellar to
a 7-4 record.
Now Dockery begins a new era in
Memphis State football history as he
takes over the Tigers.
Rex and his wife Wallene have two
sons, Trey and Dee.

HE COACH
AND FOUR

Enclosed Swimming Pool

Selected Thermasol Rooms

Sauna — Whirlpool

24 Hour Restaurant
Weekly — Monthly Rates

Exercise Room

1318 Lamar Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901)726-5000
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TIGER
FOOTBALL
COACHING
STAFF

Chip Wisdom

Express Banking is best
and wecan prove it.
Drive-up Banking. Now, for

the first time in Memphis, you can
drive upto anautomated teller and
do yourbanking in the comfort and
safety of your car. UAB's Express
Banker is ready to serve you any
time ofthe dayor night.Any dayof
the week. Evenon holidays.

Express Statement A printed

copy ofyour bank statementat the
push of a button ... a UAB exclu
sive with Express Banking.

Express Network. Make cash

withdrawals from other Express
Bankers - all across Tennessee.

Express Summary. Gives an

itemized accounting of all checks
and depositsin theorder theywere
written and entered.

Express Transactions. With
your Express Banking Card and
your secret Express Number, you
can make deposits, withdrawals
12

and transfers of money from both
your savings account and your
checking account. You can also
make loan and bank credit card
payments from the comfort and
safety ofyour car. Express Balance
Inquiry gives you a printed ac
knowledgement with your current
balance. And with Express Mes
sage you caneven send thebank a
message, letting usknow youneed
a new supply of checks on one
of your personalized deposit en
velopes.

"four Express BankingCard isthe
best cardon the table. It allows tou
to summon electronically UAB's
new 24-hour banker, plus other
electronic banking servicesnever
before available. It's your key to the
next generation of electronic bank
ing and it's never been more con
venient or easier to use.

Only at UAB.

Express Banking, it can be

your key to automated bankingin
the 80's. A key that unlocks an
amazing store of automated bank
ing services. More than you'veever
imagined.
Reliable andinexpensive. Surpris
ingly, only 5(Xper month.We'll sim
ply add 5(K to your current check
ing accountcharges. Therewill be
no additional service charges.

UNITED AMERICAN BANK
MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE / MEMBER FDIC

Chris Faros

John Palermo

Murray Armstrong, a 1961 graduate of Tennessee, is in his
eighteenth year at Memphis State and is currently adminis
trative assistant to Rex Dockery. He also coaches the junior
varsity team. In addition, Murray and his wife, Joan, are the
managers of the athletic dormintory.
Jon Mirilovich begins his first year as offensive coordinator
and line coach for the Tigers. Last year he worked for his long
time friend Fran Curci at the University of Kentucky. An AilAmerican end at the University of Miami, he was drafted by
the Dallas Texans of the AFL.
Rocky Felker is in his first year as the Tigers' quarterback
and receiver coach. An outstanding high school athlete in
Brownsville, Tenn., he was the 1974 SEC MVP as a quarter
back for Mississippi State. He coached for the Bulldogs from
1976-78 and joined Rex Dockery at Texas Tech in 1979.
Lou Alford enters his first year as Tiger running back coach.
He lettered in football and baseball at Middle Tennessee State
University and then took a job at Bradley Central High School
in Cleveland, Tenn., where he was head football coach from
1974-80. His teams there compiled a 55-13 record.
Pete Cordelli returns for his second year as coach of the
Tigers' tight ends. He quarterbacked North Carolina State to
its 1973 Liberty Bowl win over Kansas State and then entered
the coaching ranks at Arkansas and Texas Christian.
Chip Wisdom starts his first season as the Tigers' defensive
coordinator and linebacker coach, a position he held last year
for the University of Georgia, defending national champions.
He was a Georgia linebacker for three years, making all-SEC in
1971, and was hired by coach Vince Dooley when he graduated.
Chris Faros is the Tigers' new defensive secondary coach,
coming to Memphis State after five years as defensive co
ordinator at Drake University. He played for Missouri Western
for three years before becoming a coach at Colorado State.
Last year his Drake secondary was second in the nation in
interceptions with 27.
John Palermo is now in his second year as defensive line
coach for the Tigers. A graduate of Florida State, he is a
former assistant coach at North Carolina State and Austin Peay
State Universiy. The Newburgh, New York native lettered as a
tight end and defensive tackle for the Seminoles.
Harvey Hampton begins his first year as coach of the
Tigers' defensive ends. He was a star player at Forrest City
High School and became a four-year starter at defensive tackle
for the University of Arkansas. He was National Lineman-ofthe-Week in 1976 and made AII-SWC in 1975-76. The past two
years he was an assistant to coach Lou Holtz.
Dean Lotz, a former Memphis State football player, is the
Tigers' first strength coach. He is in charge of the weight
room and assists with the off-season conditioning program.
A ranked powerlifter, he opened the Whitehaven Nautilus
Center after a stint in pro football with the Atlanta Falccns.
Rusty Russell is the newest member of the Tiger coaching
staff, being handed the job of recruiting coordinator and out
side linebacker coach. He played linebacker for the University
of Georgia for three seasons, making All-SEC in 1975, and was
an assistant coach there from 1978-80. He is the son of Irk
Russell, head coach at Georgia Southern.

Harvey Hampton

Dean Lotz

Rusty Russell
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We're proud to be from Memphis
and we root for Memphis State!
We think the kids that go there
are nothing short of great!
Especially in autumn
when the leaves begin to fall,
and boys in pads, who'll soon begrads
start kicking 'round the ball!
So get fired up now, Tigers
and win for us today,
For all the folks in Memphis,
and your friends from

NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES
3637 PARK

\

MEMPHIS, TN 38111

J

Tiger Trainers
Kneeling (Left to Right)
JIM DICKERSON
TIM MATHISON
LOUIS STUKENBORG
JOHN HUFFMAN
KEITH LEECH

Tiger Managers
Kneeling (Left to Right)
KEITH RICHARDSON
Head Manager
CLARK REESE
TODD GANDY

Standing (Left to Right)
TIM McCORMACK
DANNY POOLE
Assistant Trainer
EDDIE CANTLER
Head Trainer
TOMMY YATSULA
STEVE SULLIVAN

Standing (Left to Right)
BRIAN RENA
BUTCH DOWTY
JOHN MULL
KURT THROCKMORTON

TICKLED TO
SUPPORT THE
TIGERS

THE one MID oniv

Levis
FOR
GUYS
AND GALS...
Made right here in MEMPHIS
LOT! Strmu. 4 Co. • M Battory St • SOB Francisco MIM
Th« TAI and word "LEVI'S" «ro rofitlorod tndwnorkt.

U.S.D.A. PRIME ONLY
STEAKS
ALASKAN KING CRAB
FINE WINES • COCKTAILS

CORPORATION

ECONOMY AND QUALITY
Sinner

6-11, Monday-Thursday
6-12, Friday-Saturday

PRECAST CONCRETE
BUILDINGS

6-10, Sunday

Reservations Accepted

767-2877
551 So. Mendenhall Rd.
Major Credit Cards Honored

CALL (901) 948-4578
2615 CHANNEL AVE., MEMPHIS, TENN. 38113

A DIVISION OF JUSTIN INDUSTRIES

BFI G The I

Two teams you can count on.

your Memphis State Tigers have been pro

Call your BFl representative today. Our

viding first class college football in Memphis,

team is stronger this year than ever before.

by John Underrood,

each season, every season, for over 25
years. Browning-Ferris Industries has been
providing first-class waste collection service
to business and industry in the Memphis

area for over 25 years. However, the waste
collection season doesn't end in December,
so you can count on BFI to provide professional service and reliability year-round.

SPOH:TS II-LUSTRiRTED

EDwaste

sysTemsTM

BFIOWNING-FEFIRIS INDUSTRIES

ifemphis District
3840 Homewood
Memphis, Tennessee 38118

794-3800

ri a rec'ent fall\^evening, while up

to my elbows in a platter of
stone crabs^at a New Yol`k res-

taurant that specializes in high prices, I

presumablyjadedmiddle-agers-whicri
led to a growing suspicion that Sunday
aftemoons might be mol`e excitingly
spent on, say, an incoming tide. Or

and debris everywhere~that a passepty
might easily have wondered whether the
crabs were being` attacked or were a|t;cking. As a result, my friend was given

nearel` one.

only a polite commiseration ("Oh? Too
bad . .t . With six games to go, too . . . Hope

footbJall. That is to say, he bad given up
his most tangible link to the pro game.
He had that very day, he said, sold the
remainder of his season tickets to what
he called "a younger fan."
He said an "epidemic of ennui" (his
exact words) had spread through the

He said he was the first to actually
make the t]reak, and that he felt strangely
relieved, like a man giving up on a sweet
b`ut deteriorating romance.
His mood was lost, howevel`, on the
majority of us at the table, caught up `as
we were in the mechanics of a conspicuous consuinption. The main

group he sat `with at the stadiumT-

course was under such a siege-shells\

was sulprised to lean that one of my
dinner` companions had given up pro

you got full price.").

For me, howevel`, his announcement
amounted to\ a revelation.
I put aside \the crab I had just disassembled and looked at him. He is a bald~
ing insurance executive with an enviable

athletic background, and is a classic pro
continued
I;1

i___

_ ________

___

©©ll©g_© E©©fltoall w©D Hth© pff©s

_

cor[tlnued

_____

ABOuT THE AUTIIOR: A Sports ///vslratod writer for the last 18 years, John Underwood`s name is al§p recognized for his oxcellent books on sports. He has
written My rum At Bat, a Ted Williams biography-a best sollor-Boar, the story of Alabama's legendary coach Paul "Bear Bryant, and Tno Ooath of An
American Game (The Crisis in Football), p\iblish®d lEist year.

football zany. On game days he wears the
appropriate colored hats and numbered
jerseys; he bets unwisely but profusely,
and he actually subscribes to those
giddy footban weeklies. Selling his season tickets was tantamount to selling his
birthright.
My own "impenetrable prefprence"
for the college game (his words again)
had always confounded him. \^then
properly oiled, we could, and often did,
debate the subject passionately. At those
times, my argumehts were spiked with
logic and strong historical precedents,
and were thus lost on him, a man who
makes his living convincing others to
bur`den their lives with high premiums
so that their heirs will profit by their
deaths. This, of course, made his obsession for the professionals that much
more challenging.
Now he had apparently experienced a
change of heart, with no help fi`om me.
Naturally, I wanted to know why.
"What happened?" I said.

"I thought you and pro football were

that is:,

light?"
"Don't stal`t that stuff again," he said.
``what stuff?"

He bore down with his cracking tool.
The shell exploded and shl`apnel flow
arorind the table. Absently, he blushed a

``That business about how much more
`meaningful' college football is. All that

smaltz and rah-rah stuff you run on
with.,,
``1 didn't know you'd been paying
attention."
"I ]mow the whole spiel, backwal`ds

Jantzen,

Inc

Portland, Oregon 97208

-i

piece
from you
his sleeve.
"I know
think it's a social and cul-

tural uplift when college teams go out to
play. I knowyou think it's telrific that the
community gets I.in/Dived with a college
team. That the players are there because
they varit to play for Indiana or Penn

State or the I.SU Tigel`s, not because they
and folwards. Every al.gument Sports JJ7ustrated ever let you peddle. I can hear got drafted into it, or al`e held in place by
you,
in my Game
sleep, isdroning
away.
How the money. I know you think nothing in
`The College
Best.' How
football
this wol`ld could ever replace Blanchard
`started with the colleges.' How much
and Lujack in the hearts of the brave old
you love the 'history' of it. The Pees of Amry team, and that Bear Pryant is
smarter than any seven pro coaches."
Princeton and The Gipper and the Seven
``Davis," I said.
Blocks of Concrete, Iunning around in
"what?"
canvas pants and parting their hair in the
"Blanchal`d and Davis. Lujack played
middle to cushion the blows."
``Granite," I said.
for Notre Dame."
``Same thing. I gI`ant you, all that may
"what?,,
"Blocks of Granite, not concrete."

"What?" he said, lookilng up from the

"Same thing. And how you just adore

anarchy on his plate. He had resumed
his dinner offensive with a shell-cracker
and was wielding it awkwardly.

all those sock-o nicknames. The `Saltine
Warriors!' The `Praying Colonels!' The

'Hokies,' for crying out loud. Ill bet not

The pageantry Of college football adds to Its exicltemenl.

This is our Sweater~of-the-Year. Touch it.
Try it on. It's an all-new feeling we've achieved with
air-textured Orlon® acrylic fibers Dupont calls Jet~Spun?''
Attractively priced at about $33.50.

even a Hokie himself could tell you what

wed forever. \^that made you see the

be true. I know for one if I wasn't in the
50 percent bracket I damn well couldn't
affol`d tickets to the pro games anylnore,
and I'm reasonably certain the money I
coritinued

____I_
©©11©©© F©©t!ball WSG t!EL© PIf©s
co'\tinued

give 'em isn't going to support the local
librai`y. As it is, the pros al`e gradually
p|icilig themselves out of the market foI`
lal`ge segments of the society that used to
be their principal support."
He pointed the exposed crab claw at
me and waved it like a scepter.
"Neithel. do I have to be reminded, es-

pecially by you, that the average pro
player has no allegiance whatsoever to
the `home towli fan.' That if given their
druthel`s, the entire roster of the Philadelphia Eagles would probably pl`efer to
be in San Francisco. But I accept 'em for
what they are. Hil`ed help. 'l'alelited mer`cenaries. It doesn't bother me because
it's entel.taiiill.lent l'm after, not a loyalty
oath. When I go see AI Pacilio aL`t, I don't
rieed to believe he is living in lny neighborhood to appr`eciate his ability."
"So what bothers you?"

He sighed and put duwi-I his crab claw,

'`1 think I may be on to something. I

weekend, Oklahoma's David Overstreet

think you oughta check it out."
"What you're on to," I said, "is the mi-

came close to avei.a8iii8 20 a L`aiTy as he
ran for 258 yards. His total exL`eeded the

racle of sight. [t usually happens when
you
open
your eyes."
"I'm
serious.
You used to say that the

output of Dorsett, Willialns, Franco
Harris, Charles White and Ricky Bell
colnbined.
As best I could determine, the excuse
pl`o apologists were making for such disparities was that the NrL had been "conceiitl.ating" on the forwal`d pass (even to
the poinl uf changing solne I`ules to lnake
passing easier) and in "opening up" their
game they had to saL`i`ifice soiliewhere.
The size of the "opeiiing," huwevel`,
would seem to depend on the pei`speL`-

pros had lnillion-dollar r`unniiigbacks
and ten-cent running attacks. I think it's
gotten that way again. I think yuu oughta
update the argument. See if it still holds
water. What's a good conviction if you
don't keep it L`ul`rent?"

I started tu tL.ll him that although I
may have backslid a little, I knew instinctively that in Any statistical compai`ison with college offenses, the pr`o
galne would inval`iably suffer. That i;`ol-

lege teams always lun more plays, avel.age more yards, scul`e lnore touchdowns
But I also knew he was I`ight. I had been
flying on instrumellts in recent yeal`s,
avoiding a har`d look a[ the teiTaili. At

still mostly intact.
``The blandness," he said. "The vain

that precise moment, howevel`, I was
taken with the ul.ge to relieve him of the

repetition. Cookie-cuttel` offenses that

crab he had unsheathed, my own supply

tive. Not oiie Nlt`L teani was within 100

yards of the total ufi.ense leader of the
colleges-Nebraska's 515 yards a game.
More than 20 college teams wei`e avel`aging dt least 400 yai`ds a game in total
offense. Only one NFL tealn was doing
that well.
It wds cleai`, however, thdt the pl`us

were still supreme in killing tiniedi.agging ill And out uf huddles, stdndill8

look the same, tcain to team, week to beilig exhausted. I let him go on without

dl`ound hupiiig for I;uminel.cial bl`eaks,

week. Dull City, Not even Cossch can
save 'em on Mi)nddy nights. I usually
nod off befol`e halftilne. I'm beginiiilng tu
think the pi.os have t`orgotten how dynaniic football can be. Or b`hou/d be."
"Well, }ou calne to the right man," I

interl.uijtion, iiioi`e ui. less urgiiig me tu

said. "I know just the pldce you ciin go

wab I.i8ht.

etc. Ordindrily, increased passing (whic`h
is what the pl`us were obviously doing)
will mcdn moi.e plays for the l`ans' money
because illcolllpletions stop the clock.
But eveii though they were throwing the
ball less, the colleges were avel`aging up
to 15 pel`cent more plays pel` contest
than the pi`us And, as it developed, by
the end of the 1980 season the aver`agL`

to--'

"get to work on it." My inuve un his plate

escaped nutiL`e alid I ate while he talked.
Fimlly I said I would, indeed, "wul`k
un it."

Aiid I did, the vel`y next week And he
The evidence was t3aby to find; I mdde

He stopped me with an upraised
hand, and glanced around furtively.

a comparison of the dally statistics and
standings that glut the lnetl`opolitan

voice. "I saw

spoi`ts pages these days. It wds, I felt,
conclusive. At lcdst fur a convinced man.

"I already weilt," he said, lowering his
Play last week."
"I`he college team?"
"Not so loud. Yeah. And you know

something? I stayed to the bitter end,
something I haveii't duiie ill years I gut

At that point ill the seasi)n, the pr'us
had played nine games. On a "good day"
I)f runnillg the football, all offelise-pro

more fun out of that gaine than I-Why

or cullege~-should produc,c; dt least 200
yai`ds. Top college runniiig tcaliis such

are you sinil`king?"
"I'm sorry. I just love death-bed L.on-

as Nebraska, Oklahomd and Alabama

versions. \^/hat turned you on`? 'l`he
cheerleadel.s actually leading cheel`s instead ot. just providing them? That's
what orie Sl wTitcr calls the cheel`leadel.s
at the pro grames: .cheel` providei`s.' Pro
fans nevel` cheer with the c`heerleadei`s,
They just watch 'eili with lust-filled
eyes.',
'`Yuu'i.e not listeiiiiig. Forget the cheel.-

leaders. Forget all the dccessuries. '1`he
8alne I.1se//. wdb lnol`e fun, duii't you See'.'

would ciinsider Zoo a poverty-level figul`e, but it is a i`easonable cut-off point.
That weekend (October 17-20), only oile
of the 28 NFL teanls rushed for 200 ydrds.
'I\^/elve did nut Liven indkc 100 yards
By contl`ast, there wei`e bo IIiany i;ullege teanis over 2U0 that I didn't bother

to count them. Aclentuatiilg the diffei`-

eiice,

Oklahuma

that

Sarurday

had

I`ushed fi)r 469 yards. A L`ompilatioii uf
the season's statibtiL`s showed that liut
oiie NFL tedm wdb dvcrd8ing 200 }'ai`ds a

More~well, like you used tu say, nlore ganie iushing. You had tu gu duwn lnui`c
divel`sified. It was /I.lJec! with divel.sity.
Best of all. it had rurliii.ng. Long, breath-

taking lulls, one of 'em fur 80 yards. Real
I.unning attacks, not just off-tackle plays
to kill time betweeii passes. Oiie tealn
was using siJnie kilid of tl`iple option,
something we nevei` see on a Sunday, alid half the tiiiie I couldn't follow
the ball. I missed two touchdowns
completcly.,
He gave lne a knowilig look.
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than 30 places` on the list of college
leadel`s to find a Divisioll I team that was
not i`ushilig for at least that.
Mor.euver., the great Nr`L backs who as

college giime pi`uduced a I`ecord 31)3.7

yards passing (L`ounting both teaiiis) ln
tutdl yardage, the colleges' averdgc of
660,3 per. gaiiie was the secoiid highest
in NCM hisli)I`y.

Left to be answered, then, was "why"
~-why du the colleges lun the ball so
much bettel'? 01` at least so much mul`e

pl`oductivcly? If my fl`icnd was hoping
for a L`umplex ariswcr, he wasii't goilig to

get it from me. The answer was and is
the same as always. The Answer is
coaching.
College tedins I.uii better because college coaches teach theni better. Ever

dlert for new and iniproved ways tu
move the bdll, college coaches adjust to
the talelit and to the tilllL`s . The most
successful now ruri fl`om thi`ee-and t`uurbdck uffenbes: the wishbone, thLi veel`,
the powei-and optiull-I, etc. Sullie ut the
liiol`e iliventive coinbine elements of
theln all.

The pros, on the othel` hand, hiic the
talent to fit thcii. bpccific lieeds, i;ling tu
the "pro bet" dlld its one- and two-back
rushing L.apabilities. (Pr`o qual.t€I`backs

undergradua[cs had bcol`chcd the earth
with their skill ill an open field had proaiid flaiiktJ.l`s al`e nut i:onsidei.ed '`bdckb"
duced only a hdiidful ol lulls runs. Many
in this selisl. beL`ausc they don't I.un the
of them--Tony Doi`se[t, Lyiin Caili, ball). Whether the backs are split oi in iin
Delvin Williams, Chui;k Muiii;ie, Joe
Wdshingtoli, et. al. -T had not niddc a ,run

iif more than 20 yards un the previuus

I, the pro set is iiut as L`H`ec,tive as, say, the

veel` because with luily two iunliiiig
L;ulitinucd on 12t

== he UCLA baseball team plays on a
new facility near campus known as

Jackie Robinson Stadium. It is only
fitting that the stadium is named after
one of the school's most famous alums
and a member of baseball's Hall of Fame.
Every black athlete is aware of the legacy that Robinson left. He was the first to
break the color barrier in major league
baseball with the Brooklyn Dodgers in
1947, opening the door for others of his
I`ace to perform in pl`ofessional sports.
Robinson, who died in 1972, is remembered as a spokesman for civil rights and
as a skilled baseball player who became
the National League's Rookie of the Year
at the age of 28 and, in 1949, the league's
Most Valuable Player.
Robinson was and still is UCLA's only
foul`-sport letterman. But the ironic
thing is that baseball was his worst sport
in college.

In the classic sense of the word, Robinson is probat?ly America's greatest allaround athlete. Certainly, his accoprplishments at UCLA stand alone in
intercollegiate athletics.
Robinson came to UCLA from Pasadena Junior College (mops about his exploits there later) in the fall of 1939 and

teamed with the famed Kenny Washington to provide the Bruins with their first
undefeated football season-although the
team had four ties-including a scoreless deadlock with crosstown rival USC.
Robinson was an exciting broken field

runner with his quick stops and starts
(he used this skill to his advantage as a

feared baselunner with the Dodgers)
and excelled not only from scrimmage
but as a punt return specialist and pass
receiver.
A sampling of what he did in 1939:

-Against Oregon he caught a pass
from Washington to set up a touchdown
and later ran 8Z yards to score a 16-6 win.
-He kicked the game-tying (14-14) extra point against Stanford after running
50 yards with an intercepted pass to position UCLA for its last touchdown.

-He scored on a 25-yard pass from
Washington and ran 35 yards for a touchdown as UCLA beat Washington State,
24-7.

USC coach Howard Jones was so concerned about Robinson's breakaway ability that he assigned one of his players to
follow Robinson on every play. So UCLA
used Robinson as a decoy in the 0-o tie
before 103,000 fans at the Coliseum.

Robinson averaged an astounding
12.24 yards per carry with his inimitable
pigeon-toed gait during the 1939 season
and also averaged 20 yards on 14 punt
returns+
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of men on what you would presume to
his 1950s side-splitter, "What It Was

Was Football,"
he might
if Andy
Griffith ever
cuts aconsider
sequel the
to
topic, "What lt Was Was a Five-Man
Line.„

Pick your man, any man, coast-to- style.
For an explanation of what is really
coast, ask him what defense his team
plays, and the odds are enormous going on out there, we have, standing in
against his saying anything but "the for Will Durant, historian, one of today's
most knowledgeable college football
basic 50" or "50-slant."
If you're interested enough to ask, you coaches.
``The alignment of the three, the four
know the 5 in the 50 means it all starts
and the five, for just about everybody, is
with a five-man line.
Now, pick a play, any play, in the next identical," he said.
"The three can develop into the four,

game you watch and count the number

depending on how many of the ends-

be the defensive line. Do not, repeat not, or outside linebackers, whatever you
be surprised if you come up with a numwant to call them-come in."
of course you understand that. Play
ber other than five.
What it is is modem math, football that one again in slow motion, coach.
"There are.five men across the front,"
he said.
"If you send (rush) four, it's a four

(-man line). If you send three, it's a three

and the other t"ro drop off for other
responsibilities. If you send them all, it's
a five."

There was a time when coaches
played it honest. It's been a while, but
continued
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Defensive Line
continued

The four-man line features two tackles and two ends with three linebackers close behind.

there once were two ends, two tackles,
two guards and a center shoulder to
shoulder across the offensive line, with a
quarterback behind the center flanked
by two halfbacks right behind him. And
across from them was a 6-2-3.
It was the old "wide tackle 6"General Robert Neyland's defense at
Tennessee.
There was a six-man front: two guards,
two tackles and two ends.
That was good enough for the 1930s
and the ear`ly days of the T-formation in
the '40s. Then the split-T came along,
combining some of the virtues of a
single-wing blocking with T-formation
deception, and the pressure was on the
defenses to find some new answers.
The "Oklahoma 50" was the answel`,
three decades ago. Bud Wilkinson was
the head coach and Goner Jones was
the defensive wizard who concocted the
defense that is the basis for virtually all
defensive planning on the college and
pro levels today.
Wilkinson and Jones changed the

five-man defense and slanted it one way
or the other away from their `monster."
The monster was the new man on the
scene. He's a strong safety, capable of
playing linebacker ol` defensive back, as
the situation requires.
"Basically, what the AI`kansas defense

did was give you an eight-man front to
go against the veer or wishbone. That's a
variation of bringing a cornerback up to
linebacker."
Principally, that's where the game is
today.
"The pros have gone almost exclusively to a three-man front because of
the passing game," the coach said. ``They
don't have to be prepared to stop the
option play and they never will have to
be, because they have too much time
tied up in their quarterbacks.
"But in college, just about everybody
plays some variation of the 50."
Odd or even, defenses, three-man ol`

five-man rush, the game's basics haven't
changed for the 30, 40 ol` 50 years
spanned by the Tennessee and Oklahoma epochs.
"\^then you get right down to it," our

expert sald, "the team that can run the
football usually wins. That's true in our
game; it's true in the pros; it's always
been tlue.
"But right now, I would say the passing game is ahead because so many
teams are going to the eight-man front.

``It swings all the time, back and forth

between the offense and the defense, As
a coach, you try to stay one phase ahead
of it.

"In the future, I think we're going to

see more and more multiple defensesteams that are able to play all the diffel`
ent defenses and disguise them right up
to the last moment.
``That puts even. more pressure on the

they had more than one thing to do. To
stop the option, they had to be able to
come up or cover the flat," our guide to
football defenses explained.
"The next move from the offense was

qual`terback, because he has to be able
to read the defenses on his way back to
pass. To an extent in college football,
what we do is determined by what the
high schools are doing; what kind of
quarterbacks are coming out, for example. But right now, the premium in
looking for quarterbacks, I believe, is
passer first, runner second. And that's
changed a little in the last few years.
"There's one thing that hasn't

the Houston veel` or Texas wishbone.
That was designed to beat the Oklahoma
defense.
"And the best answer to that was the

changed and never will. If your players
are a lot better than anyone else's, you
can play anything you want to.
"We all do a lot with X's and O's, but 90

50-slant that Started at Arkansas (under
coach Frank Broyles). They took their

percent of the time, the game is won by
the guy with the best players."
...

.6-2-3 to the 5-Z.

`The ends became more critical. Now

the 5.2 delense is the basis for virtually
all defensive planning on the college level
today.
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Option plays are an art form in college.Iootball.

backs it is difficult to get the countel`s

and misdirection plays and inside and
outside reverses that confuse a defense
and keep it off balance.
The crux of the matter, of course, is
that the pros don't run their qual`teT`-

backs. Options and bootlegs are anathema to pl`o coaches fearful of getting
their
quarterbacks
hurt.
College
coaches, on the other hand, have made
the option an art form. It is the core of
the veer and wishbone and theil` various
antecedents, including the spectacular
"wingbone" fashioned by Emory Bellard
at Mississippi State. The option is the
toughest play in football to defend
against, and is the most deceptive.

Pro running attacks, missing many of
these necessary ingredients, are practically bei`eft of deception. PT`o plays can

be followed from anywhere in the stadium, up to (and some college coaches
say including) the concession stands.
Handoffs are simple and to the Point;
Pitchouts tend to look pondel`ous. When
a pro team riins a I`everse, it risks fl terrible embarassment.
There is another reason for this dis-

parity that seldom gets mentioned but
which Bud Wi]kinson found tr) be tlue
during his somewhat abortive career as

on imaginative and spirited blocking
schemes. At St. Louts, coming out of retirement for a last hurrah, Wilkinson
found what he suspected to be tT`ie: that
pro linemen don't blocik as well for the
run. With so much of theil` game oriented to the pass, their techniques suffer.

They spend the majorit`y of their time~
at practice, in games-"n]bbing bellies'
to fend off the pass rush. Firing out and
making the more aggressive (and more
critical) nm blocks becomes a lessel`
priority.

I.imited though it may have been, my
research convinred me that my prejudices were justified. The colleges clearly

"No, I didn't," my friend said in a faraway voice.
It was then that I noticed the glazed
look in his e.yes. The more I tried to reinforce the point, the less interested he
seemed. Eventually, I got the picture.
That Sunday his favol`ite pro team had
knocked off the Steelers. He had pocketed a big bet, and although still hopelessly behind for the yeal`, it had had a
soothing effect. His jaw muscles were
slack, his pupils dilated. He was, I realized, wearing a necktie knitted in the
gaudy
hisintel`esting,
pl`o team. I'm sure,"
"All colol`s
this isof
very

he said, and then took me by the elhow.

"But hey, listen. The company's got a dywere still ahead of the game. At oul` next
meeting, in Miami, I passed my findings namite new polic.y I've been meaning to
on to my friend the insurance executive.
tell .vou about. For pennies a day, at your
I rattled off the evidence confirming
death we pay .your son Jim's full tuition
his suspicions, and thanked him for for four years at the Sorbonne. Or, for a
helping me get hack into fighting trim.
lowel` premium, and if he's so inclined, a
Onc.e into the discourse, however, I two-year cour.se in crepes, fondue and
found I couldn.t resist adding a few fil.foi. gras at the Cordon Bleu in Paris."
"John," I said.
lips. One fac`tor he rna.v have nveriooked
"what?"
as his interest in the pro game atrophied,
"My son's name is John, not Jim."
I said, was that he probah].y had wearied
"Same thing. How about it?"
e..
of seeing the same old faces, .veal` after
`year. r}id he realize, I asked, that there

Wilkinson's national champir)nship
oklahoma teams of the 195os and '60s

were always fresh faces to enliven the
college game~players like Herschel
Walker, teams like Florida State, comingt
from nowhel`e to vie for attention? Did he
realize that Florida State was a gir]s'

Editor's Note: ln 1974 John Underwood wrote a
story tor Touchdown Illustrated on the college

featured running attacks that thlived

school until 1947?

subject.

coach of the St. Louis Cal`dinals.
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game as compared with pro football. In this article

he has presented an updated discussion of the
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IIe then used his stop-and-go speed to
his advantage in basketball, becoming
the leading scorer, 148 points, 1Z.4 average, in the Pacific Coast Conference's
Southern Division.
Only in baseball did he lapse, prompting this trivia question years later: "What
college player failed to hit .Zoo and later
became the Naticjnal League's Most Valuable Player?"
Although Robinson's' batting average
wasn't indicative of his ability in 1940,
Reichle, UCLA's coach at the time, says:
"I still feel Jackie had no equal. In my

book, he is the greatest all-around athlete of all time. He had the quit}kest reac-

tions of any athlete I ever saw-before,
during or since."
Robinson was so consumed with baseban that he didn't have much time for
track and field. But he competed in two
meaningful meets, winning the PCC and
NCAA long jump titles with leaps of 25

that he became somewhat of a legend.
People still speck of his extraordinary accomplishments today.
In 1938 Robinson led Pasadena JC to
an 11-0 record, scoring 17 touchdowns
and 131 points. His pel`formances attracted crowds never seen before or since at
junior college games.
He ran for three touchdowns and
passed for three against Sam Bemardino
.. he scored two touchdowns and
passed for another before a crowd of
40,000 for the Compton game . . . he

raced 82 yards to score on the game's
final play against Glendale and, with
30,000 fans watching in a season-ending
game against Gal Tech at the Rose` Bowl,
he contributed a 104-yard kickoff return
to a touchdown.
Then, it was on to basketball in which
he averaged 19 points a game and was
named to the all-state team.
In baseball he hit .417 and stole 25

bases in 24 games and then climaxed his
The Bruins had Robinson and little
amazing foulLsport spree by breaking
else in football in 1940, when they lost 9 brother Mack's national JC long jump
of 10 games. Still, Jackie was almost a record with a prodigious leap of 25-6. To
one-man team. His biggest day came in
put that mark in perspective, only three
UCLA's only win over Washington State
Americans, all older than Robinson, had
(34-26) when he passed for one touchjumped Z6 feet or farther up to that time.
The day Robinson bl`oke the long jump
down, ran 60 yards for another and, with
the garpe on the line, reversed his field l`ecord, the Pasadena JC baseball team
was playing some 30 miles away for':±Ite
on a 75-yard touchdown run.
Robinson was a marked man but he
conference championship. So Robinson
still returned 19 punts for 399 yards for
got into a waiting car, changed into his
an impressive Z1-yard average.
baseball uniform en route to Glendale
He dropped out of school in the spring
and arrived by the thii.d inning to help
of 1941, but not before he had one final his team win a 5-3 victory.
fling in basketball, leading the PCC
Although Robinson was a superstal` in
Southern Division in scoring again with
athletics, a betterithan-avei`age student,
133 points, an 11.1 average.
and a member of the §chool's honor sociJack Roosevelt (named after Teddy, not ety (the first black ever selected), he had
Franklin) Robinson was born in Cairo, his rebellious side, too.
Ga. in 1919, but grew up in an impovel`
He was a memper` of the Pepper Stl`eet
ished area of generally wealthy and Gang-not the felonious type of gang we
society-conscious Pasadena, with his know today, but one that was certainly
mother, three brothers and a sister. He considered mischievous for the era. The
never knew his father.
gang was a mix of blacks, Mexicans and
Robinson, who would later speak out orientals and included some whites,
on civil rights and be tested and taunted such as Warren Don, later to become
by fans and players as the first black to mayor of Pasadena and a L.A. County
play in the major leagues, was Subjected supervisor.
"I remember we all looked up to Jackie
to the indignities of being black in the
because he could hide in the storm
mid-30s.
He could swim in the municipal
drain, run out on the golf course at
plunge only on T\iesdays (that was the Brookside, grab a ball and get back out of
day they changed the water), could 8o to sight faster than any of the rest of us,"
the YMCA only one day a week and had Dorn said. "That's how we got our softto watch the Saturday movie matinees
drink money. We did things like that durfrom segregated balconies.
ing the depression. We had to, to exist."
But Robinson, a quiet young man on
Dom remembered that Jackie always
the outside (who sometimes seethed on seemed to get the worst of it from the
the inside) got his I`elease in athletics.
cops, mainly for defending one of his
His older brother, Mack, finished second pals.
to Jesse Owens in the 1936 Olympic 200
A few years ago, his widow, Rachel,
meters, but Jackie would become even talked about Jackie's heritage.
"I think he was a model of courage,
more famous than Mack.
He was a good athlete at Muir Tech
determination and commitment to cerHigh School but it was at Pasadena Jc
tain ideas," she said. " `Do it' was one of
feet and 24-1ol/4.
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In , basketball, Roblnson led the Paciflc
Coast Conlerenee Sou.hem Dlvlslon in
scoring tor two consecutlv® y®.rs.

his favorite phrases. He believed you,
should do something even if you put
yourself in jeopardy. In some ways he
was a big risk taker.
"Socially he was not. On a personal

level he did not get to know a lot of people. He was a falnily man and after wol`k
he wanted to be left alone to enjoy his

home and family

"But in the area of business nego-

tiations, in fighting for what you believe
in, for other people's rights, there is no
end to what he would do. I think he was
a major catalyst in the big push for civil
rights in the late '40s and '5os and that he
had a large impact on the overall
system.„
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ee straight ye

I.owns. He went on to be-

a an educational psychologist, and
1970 was the dirfector of Project Leal`n
l^fell for the Behavioral Research Labora-

tory Qf Palo Alto, California-a project
ilrmlved individually educating
ntaged children. Bolden felt that
he had beE}n one of the lucky kids, largely
owing to his athletic abilities which
ened up other opportunities, and
nted to aid children who were caught
eycle of going nowhere. Dr. Bolden is

now assistant director of personnel at
IIewlett Packard Co. in Palo Alto.

noG" I. STAl"ACH qual`terbacked
for the tj.S. Naval Academy from 1962-64,

went on to a highly successful pro career,
and has become a successful businessman. He is_irIVolved with various charita-
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America in 1963 and receivecl the I+eis-

man Thophy that year, when he was
fourth in the nation in total offense with
1,892 yards. During his college football
careel` Staubach broke 28 school records,
won the Maxwell Thophy and was the first
Middle to win the Thompson Trophy
three times .
After his graduation from the Acadeiny,
Staubach had tour duty with the Navy, including service in Viet Nam. He then

played outstanding pro ball with the Dallas Cowbeys for 11 yeal`s.
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ble and community activities, such as the
American Diabetes Association and the
Salvation Army.
Staubach was named a consensus All-

white-letter styling, reversible

EAGLE CL Ths Eagle

fe¥:££##F£#g#t#eu]isp-a]
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or Dealer.

Staubach is being inducted into the
College Football Hall of Fame this year
and this spring received the Career
Achievement Award presented by the National Football League Alumni. The award
is presented annuallv to a reL`ent NFL
retiree-Staubach ret~iro(1 from the Cow-

boys in 1979-who has demonstrated
thl`ough his cal`eer in football the "higher

GqH9AIP,#HRE%NEm4R

values

of the

sporl-prtifessionalism,

teamwork, Ls|)ortsmanship, citizenship
and public servit;e."
Staubach feels th{it his footb{ill back-

t MSU (1949-51). His

college football honors included being Donald E. Coleman
named the team's Most Valuable Player in
1951, being voted outstanding lineman in
Educators, the American Public Health
both the East-West Shrine Game and the
Association and other pl.ofessional
Hula Bowl Game, and playing in the Colorganizations.

lege AIl-Star Galne in 1952. He was inducted into the College
tball Hall of
Fame in 1975.

Upon graduating, Coleman
dtwo
yearsinthemilitary,includingoneyearin
the Korean War. He later entered the educational field, beginning a8 a high school
teacher.

Coleman moved up the academic la
der to eventually join the Michigan State
faculty as an assistant professor in intercollegiate athletics in 1968, having re-

OTTO GR^rmM, now the u.s. toast
Gual`d Academy's athletic director, was
an All-America back a
orthwestern
Univei`sity in 194Z and '43.

Graham established a Big Ten passing
record in 1942 with 89 completions out of
18Z attemi]ts for 1,092 yards, and he still
holds the Northwestern scoring record
for a single game, 27 points, He gamered
eight letters in college-in football,

baseball and basketball-was named

Most \faluable Player on the football team
named assistant director of student af- in 1943, and played in the College AIl-Stall
Game in Chicago that year. In 1956
fairs ih '69, and then, after receiving his
Graham was inducted into the College
ceived his M.A. in 1956. Coleman was

Ph.D. in 1971, be`came director of the

minority comprehFnsive support program of the College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Dr. Coleman is culTently as-

Football Hall of Fame.
He enlisted in the U.S. Navy Air Corps

after his graduation and served as an officer for two years in World War 11. After
his discharge, Graham became a
T-quarterback for the Cleveland Browns.
He was selected for the All-Pro tealn for 10

sistant dean of The Graduate School, an
associate professor, and continues to direct the minol`ity program.
In addition to his academic respon- consecutive yeal`s.
sibilities, Coleman has been active in the
"Automatic Otto," as he was nickUifoan League, is a member of the Na- named-because of the amazing pretional Association of Minority Medical

cision with which he hit his targets-

retil`ed from the BI`owns in 1955 and
went cm to establish a successful insurcoprpany in cleveland. He coached
football at the Coast Guard Academy and
was later named athletic director there.
GI`aham feels that his All-America days
at Nol`thwestem opened doors for him to
pul`sue a successful career after college.
Says Graham, "There is no questi()n that
any athlete who becomes (an All-America
player) will f`ind this notoriety very helpful in his career."
ALAII D. Awl[tH[ is one of the Universit.v of Wisconsin's most famous football playel`s. A consensus All-America in
1953 and '54, he scored 25 touchdowns
during his college cal`eer and alnassed a
t()tal of 3,345 yar`ds. In 1954 Ameche was

awal`ded the Heisman Trophy as the outcontinued
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former AII-Alneri cos

continued

at Indiana University; founder and
president of the Board of Directol`s of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Monroe County,
Inc.; and counselor to athletes and other
students at the University.
In addition, Taliaferro is chail`man of
the SpeL`ial Advisory Commission to the
Big Ten Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, a commission foundecl in 1972 and
comprised of one graduated blaL`k athlete
from each of the Big Ten schools. The
commission is responsible for making
recominendations to the Big Ten govemilng body conL`erning issues related to
Conference athletes and stafi` members
on and'(]ff the field.
TaliafelTo believes that his college foot-

Player in the nation, and
Football

Baltimore Colts
Ameche star.ted a chain ol` res-

n Baltimore-a chain that has
mNor

led to over 350 restaul`ants
Carolina to New England.

s as secretary and vice
relations with

Inc.-and devotes
ergy to commu-

community It,the Philadelphia Jaybusiness execu`Man of the Year" in

the. Fellowship of
etes and with the Multiple
Foundation in Philadelphia;
s the Philadelphia area corn's chairman for the United Negro
Drive in 1972; and has reto the BoaT`d of

ball participation has been inost helpful
in his career development, "My being
amed an AIl-America football player was TI,omas
inieved vvith the help of coaches and
eammates (and) many hours of team- Savo lsla
wol`k, cooperation, loyalty, pride and pur' ' These values have
over into citations for
After the w

Homs. I. HAMILTON 's impressive
as a head football
calmer as a naval
3 Dire,ctol` of the
•`oach and as E
his football
Pac-8 Conference, began
accomplishments al the U.S. Naval
Academy`
earned nine varsity letters in
football, basketball and baseball, starting

and '48.

Hamilton then
letics and Phvi
versity o±` Pittsburg

the position
Pac-8
his I`etireme

Throughou
been active i

America halfoack.
Following his graduation in 1927,
Hamilton received his Naval Aviator's

Football Foundation
member of the NG

Wings and served in torpedo and scouting squadrons. He retur ed to the
Academy as head football coach from
1934-36. When World War 11 beg'an, he directed the Naval Aviatioii V-5 Physical
rlTaining Program and was also Executive

a,luding:

live

Board of th-e
(1948-64);

America;

memberr of t
u.s. Naval

ollegt3 football (:areer is

coHege sports he leaned "the fundamen[als and nec`essity of teamwork` The
ability to be a good team member, with all
its challenges and responsibilities, is an

this year with his induc-

essential in the Navy . . . the competitive

lion into the College Football IIall of Fame .
Taliaferro played pro football at`ter his
8I`aduation, He then returned [o his allna
matel`, accepting the position ul` spcL`ial
assistant to the president. Hc is also involved in many other activities, including:
member of the Greater Bloomington
Chamber of Commerce Sports 'l`ask
Force; life member ol' the NAACP; n`einbcl`
of the Indiana State Emplt].vment Secul`ity
Division Advisory Council; instriictor ol. a
coul.se for the Department of Social Wol`L

2Or

1948-49.

in each of those sports all three years that
he playsd, In 1926 he was liamed an A]l-

f the Philadelphia Orchestra.
meche has also been awarded an Offieer of the USS Eiiter'prise and USS
onorary doctol'ate of humane letters
from St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia,
for his sel`vices to the community.
GEORGE TALIAFERRO, now special George Taliaferro
assistant [o the President of Indiana University, was well-known to Hoosier l'ans
from 1945-48, He was lndiana's Most Valiiable Player in 1948, the team captain, and
rica halfback in 1945, '47,
was an AIl-

1946-47, and

training and personal relationships of
spor`ts help qualify a Naval Officer to
I rain, coach and pal`ticipate with his men
at all stages of his responsibilities."

|t. there is a theme that runs through
the lives of these formel`All-Americas, it is
the impor.lance of teamwol`k, discipline

and pricle-values that these men found
through college football and which they
have used to bel[er their communities
and theii` country.
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Long Snapper
continued

About midway through the first workout, the coach summoned him to a point
near the endzone, and soon they were
joined there by a field goal kicker and
several other players. It didn't take the
freshman long to size up the situation.
This was it-his first, and possibly last,
chance to prove his worth to the coaching staff.
"Thinking back on it now, it's pretty

funny," said the player, now a senior and
the regular long snappel` on a college
power in the East, "but back then, I was
absolutely petrified. The vel`y fil`st snap I

made-geez, I can See it now-went
over the holder's head. The feeling was
indescribable. I almost threw up,"
Every long snapper has a story like
this to ten. Not all are quite so dramatic
and not every storyteller can look back
in such vivid detail, but catastrophe is a
place all players of this position have
visited.

Long snappers learn to live with it,
though. They learn to live with a lot that
is unpleasant. In fact, just think about
what this player has to contend with
throughout a college career. Under ordinary circumstances, he might get into
only seven to 10 plays a game. The short
time he is on the field is spent with his
head locked between his legs, alTns
thlust forward and backside pointed toward the heavens. It's the kind of pose
that does nobody any good but Ameri-

ca's chiropractors.
Then there's the matter of notoriety.
Most have nevel` met a sportswhter,
much less seen their name in print. And
on those rare occasions when they do
make the papers, it's usually because a
poor guy who's gotten 1,000 snaps off
without a hitch has cost his team a game
by centering one over the punter's head.
It is definitely not a job foI` the faint-

hearted.
"I don't knctw how other gu.vs get into
it, but my story is fairly simple," says a
Division I snapper. " M`v family was living
in Texas when I was in the eighth grade,
playing eighth gI`atle fot]tball. One day I
was ttn a s{inool tius parketl next to a
practice field when the fnotba]l c()ach
got on and askecl if ar`ybod`v rht]ught
they could sn.ip I.t]r punts. Well, I `vatched
some other gil.vs do it, an(I being a new

how to gI`asp the ball. Most coaches
insist their snappers hold the ball with

two hands, though some one-handed
snappers have made the grade and even
prospered. Next, there is the matter of
delivering. the ball. There is a difference
of opinion here. Some coaches teach
theil` snappers to shove the ball through
their legs directly from the ground while
many othe,rs insist the ball must be lifted
from the ghound first and then delivered.
"I've always taught my kids to pick the

ball up and then to center it," one veteran
offensive line coach says. "To me, it's a
simple matter of friction. If you Iub the
ball against the ground as you center it,
it's n()t going to go back with the same
speed. Lifting it first eliminates the drag
and incl`eases speed." .

Speed. Along with accuracy, it is the
watchword of the long snapper. Most
kid in the s{`hool, triet] out foi` lhp posi- coaches require that their snappers have
' the ball in the hands of the punter (who
tion. I got the job right thcT`e'
"It was A question i)f there being n()

one else," A snapper fl`rmi a Di\'ision Ill
school said. "Il's cel`tainl`y not ,1 glamour

position or onf. a kid dre{ims about playing in r:ollege. Biit the mr)re you get into

it, the more you reali7,e that nrit just anybody could dr) this. It takes a lot t)f practice and a lot of technique."
Actually, the art of long sndpping is not
easily mastel`ecl. There are man.v fundamenta]s to lean, nuances tf] grasp.
And th'e most basiL` of all lessons is

The holder and the pla®ekicker, along with the snapper, work as a unit.

is, standing 13 yards behind the line of
sclimmage) in seven-tenths of a second.
That's fast, but necessary when you con`sider that 11 guys from across the line of
scriTTima8e are intent on getting to the
p`inter's leg before the ball does.
Coaches will tell'you that their long

snappers come in a variety of shapes and
sizes. At major colleges, they're often
walk-ons who wouldn't be playing were
it not for their special skill. At smaller
continued

L®hg-Snapper
continued

ThenewMazdaRX-7Justonelook
andyou'llseeitsincrediblevalue
versus Porsche 924 or Datsun 280ZX.
Think for a moment of all
you expect in a fine sports car.
Then compare your expectations with all you get in the

is superb, too. The compact
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speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radials . Dual remote-control sideview mirrors
logue quartz dock . Tachometer•Remote-controlfuelfiller

the front axle, for ideal weight
distribution.
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new Mazda RX-7.

The RX-7 GS comes with all
this. And more.
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door release . Electric remote
hatch release . Power-assisted
front disc, self-adjusting reardrumbrakes
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fact, the RX-7's aerodynamics
have never been better. Inside,there'sanewinstrument
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1981 Mazda
RX-7 GS
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duster and more-convenient
Nowtois order
the time
all good
fans
the for
official
souvenir
program sold at the 1982 Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl and Cotton
Bowl, and the 1981 Gator Bowl and
Sun Bowl football games.
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Iron wrists and the ability to withstand pressure are two requisites for the long snapper.
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These beautiful collector's editions
contain over 125 pages of in-depth
scouting reports, special features
on past bowl games, a section on
the record holders and halftime
shows, a review of the past season

in words and photos and even a
bowl quiz to test your trivia
memory.
Each program is chock-full of full
color action photos and is a perfect
gift for the fanatic fan and the
discerning collector. Whether you
attend the games in person or view
them in the comfort of your home,
these programs are a must item to
increase your enjoyment of all of
the excitement at bowl time.
Prices for the souvenir bowl programs follow and include postage
and handling:

$ 4.75 per program
$20.00 for all 5 bowls
Quantity:

____

_ _ROSE BOWL

ORANGE BOW.L
COTTON B0WI`
GATOR BOWL

SUN Born
Orders must be received by
December 1,1981, to ensure delivery.

Make check or money order payable to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS

and send together with your
name and address to:
TOUCHDOWN PuBLICATIONS
BOWL PBOGRAMS

Three Embarcadero Center, Suite 1980
San Francisco, CA 94111
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ing tends to take your mind off that. Plus,
I know that day-in and day-out, I'm very
consistent in practice. I have the mental
knowledge that I can do the job."
That must be satisfaction enough for
the long snapper. While the quarterbacks and tailbacks have to fend off reBut is it a fun position?
"I enjoy it," the long snapper from the
porters with hand grenades, guys like
eastern school says. "It gets me out on this often have to remind the team managers not to shut off the showers before
the field and on the road."
Is it a position for players who aren't they get a chance to wash up. But there
big or strong enough to play anywhere are always a few friends upon whom the
long snappers can depend for appreelse?
"Maybe, but I've kind of learned to ciation and understanding.
The guys who put theil` heads together
accept that," he says. "I know there's a
lot more to it that people think. The only to make field goals are vel`y close. That's
way people are going to notice you is if the snapper, holdel. and placekicker.
"When the holder says `set,' I'm supyou have a bad one (snap). But it's a position just like any other and it has to be posed to wait two seconds before I snap
the ball. It's all in the timing. When the
filled. Not everyone has the capabilities
to do what I do and that makes me kicker heal`s, `set,' he waits two seconds
and then begins moving toward the tee.
proud.
"In a way, you could liken what I do to We want to get the ball off in 1.2 seconds,

schools, they often play other positions,
though not the ones you'd expect.
Defensive backs, wide receivers, even
quarterbacks have served as snappers.
Anybody with guts and a pair of iron
wrists already has the basic tools.

a placekicker. People generally don't
understand what either of us do. It takes
some explaining."
There is also the pressure, the gutwrenching realization that the smallest
of errors can undo what the rest of the
team has been working toward for a
game or even a season. Long snappers
live with this, but try not to dwell on it.
``I've learned to handle the pressure
thl`ough concentration," he says. ``It's the

from the time I start the movement of the
ball until the time he (the placekicker)
kicks it. It's all technique.

"The last two years, the thl`ee of us (the

kicker, holder and snapper) have been
very good friends. We work as a unit and
we treat each other that way."
What the long snapper cannot convey
to those who ask is the occasional danger"you
of his
getposition.
your bell mng occasionally on

big key. I tell myself that whatever happens to me after I release the ball doesn't
matter as long as the technique is oK.for
that split-second when I'm hiking the

the line of scrimmage," he says, "and you
don't know whel`e you ai`e. But that goes
away in three or four seconds. I come in
for five or six Plays a game, so I have to

ball.

be on."
And calm.
"Don't get me wT`ong," he says, "I'm

``Sometimes after I snap the ball, I

don't get hit at all. Sometimes I get hit on
one side or the other. It depends on who

we're playing and the kind of defense
they play. The crowd and all the cheel`

nervous. The day I'm not nervous is the
day I don't want to play. When the nerves
are gone, the fun will be gone."
..9
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The performance you expect
is also there. 0 to 60 happens in
a quick 8.6 seconds. Handling

ever'8peopledon'texpect.Aprice
come wi one mmos
that makes it an absolutely
astonishing value.
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the Memphis State

TIGERS

MEMPHIS STATE
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``Go Tigers go, go on

to victory.
Be a winner thru
and thru;
Fight Tigers, Fight

cause we're
going all the wayFjght! Fight!

For the Blue and Gray

and say-

Stanley Adams

Bob Algee

I. Armstrong

Mike Ashley

Let's go Tigers, go, go
on to victory.
See our colors bright
and true;
lt's fight now without

a fear,
Right now let's start

a cheer
Shout for dear ol' MSU.
(Yell) go Tigers go

Go Tigers go

Yea-Tigers go!"
Clyde Avant

Ken Balkanus

Erie Becton

Dwight Blalock

Compliments of

MADISON
CADILLAC, lNC.
341 UNION

David Booth

James Bowers

John Bowers

526-5933

Don Bramlett
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RE00RDS= TlfiER TOP FIVE
PASSING

RUSHING
TOP FIVE MOST CAREER RUSHES

TOP FIVE CAREEF` PASSEF`S

Dave casinelli (549) . . .

Lloyd Patterson (4,201)

. . . . . .1960-63

Paul Gowen (411) . . .

. . . . . . .1969-71

Terdell Mlddleton (408)

. .

. . . . .1973-76

Lloyd patterson (406) . .

. .1975-78

RECEIVING
TOp FlvE Most pAss nECEPTioNs

. . . . . . . . . . . 1975-78

Billy Fletcher (2,311 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1963-65

1972-74

David Fowler (2,283) . . . . . .

Danny Pierce (1,974) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1967-69

James Thompson (105) . . . . . . . . . . . 1972-74
Ernest Gray (97) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .1975-78
Keith Wright (74)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1974-77

Stan Davis (73) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1969-71

James Earl Wright (1,562) . . . . . . . . . 1959-61

Bobby Ward (71 )

TOP FIVE MOST NET YAPDS

TOP FIVE CAREER COMPLETIONS

TOP FIVE MOST YARDS RECEIVING

Dave Casinelli (2.636) . . . . . . . . . . . . .1960-63

Lloyd Patterson (246) . .

Paul Gowen (2,227) . . .

David Fowler (185) . . .

. . . . . .1972-74

Keith Wright (1,248) . ` . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1974-77

Billy Fletcher (168) . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .1963-65

James Thompson ( 1,183) . . . . . . . . . . 1972-74

Pilchard Locke (347)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977-80

. . . . . . . . . .1969-71

Terdell Middleton (1,970) . . . . . .
Dornell Harris (1,451)

. .1973-76

. . . . .

Jay Mccoy (1,537) . . .

. .1971-73

. . . . . . .1968-70

1975-78

AI Harvey (122) . . . . . .
Danny Pierce (117)

MEMPHIS STATE TIGERS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1970-72
19 67-69

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1973-74

Ernest Gray (2,126) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1975-78

Stan Davis (1,105)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1969-71

Gerald Brown

Ray Bram

D. Buiroughs

Michael cannon

Greg capshaw

Chuck Carkhuff

Anthony carter

Ricky cIIambers

Kevin cliapman

Marvin chatman

Rozell €larfon

Wendell Coleman

Bobby Ward (1,056) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1973-74

GENERAL TRIJOK SALES

& SERvloE, lNO.
GIV\C Tri]ck Headquarters in Ivlemphis

COUPON

W-Ith this coupon

receive I ree pitcher
of beer anytime.

1973 E. Brooks Rd.

NEyAi¥sSED

34513270

SALES-SERVICE

Wide selection of
electronic games.

The

Vo,rsitv Inn

GARIBALDl'S PIZZA

762 Sou+h Highland
This coupon
good for $2.00
Off any

No.1-3530Walker
327-6111
MEMPHIS STATE AREA

No. 2-6195 Macon

Greek sandwiches

382-0110

"We`re Becoming A Tradition At MSU"
OUTSIDE RAISED
DECK

18

Burgers

The Bes+ Onion Rings in Town

STATE TECH APIEA

size pizza

I-----------------------...-----...I---.-----.------------------

.

BIGADVENT
T,V.

i
:
I

1,11,,------------,
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MEMPHIS STATE TIGERS

G. Consterdine

Tom Dorian

D. Crawford

Stanley Dunn

George Darroch

Ken DeFeo

Mike Dion

Andy Dixon

David East

Donnie Elder

Vince Ellison

Mike Evens

Best Wishes for Success to...
...Dr. Thomas Carpenter
...Coach Flex Dockery
...The New MSU Football Team

"I BELIEVE IN THE TIGEP§"

-E=E /Zg€gdrgr
Joe Kent
State Ftepresentaove

20
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Denny Fells

I)onald Gentry

Doug Gleason

Michael Harper

Darryl Leslie

C. Ham.son

R. Levingston

Tim Long

SERVING THOUSANDS
OF BUSY MEMPHIS
BUSINESS PEOPLE
DAILY

-BBEAKFAST DELICATESSEN SANDWICHES
Gregg Hauss

Rick Hechinger

Jeiome Hollis

Troll Hooper

Darryl lluntei

James Hurl

Edwin Lovelady

Doran Major

Bo Majors

Duane Marshall

-SALAD BAR DESSEPITS & SNACKS

TWENTY-FIVE
LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN

Jackie Johnson

Darrell M.artin

Nikita Johnson

Tim Mason

Mat Mathews

G. Montgomery

..150Jefferson
# .... : ...... 146 Madison
#3 .......
83 Madison
#4 .......
12 So. Main
(Commerce Title Bldg.)
#9 ....
86 No. Main

MIDTOWN

HAPPY HOUR

#7 ....... 2714 Union Ext.
(Tanner Bldg.)
#14 ...... 2670 Union Ext.

" Everyday"

(Union Square Bldg.)
#19 ...... 1544 Madison
(So. Central Bell Bldg.)
#22 ...... 1407 union

11 a.in.-7 p.in.

(Mid Memphis Tower)

All Day Sunday

#23 ...... 1255 Union
(Methodist Hospital)

AIRPORT AREA

Monday-Thursday
Mike Kleimeyer

11 p.in. till close

Jerry Knowlton

Keith Mutters

Perry Nabors

Darrell Nelson

Mike Omar

late night happy hour

#5 ...... 2200 Venture Ln.
(Directors Plaza)
#6 ....... 2600 Nonconnah Blvd.
(Nonconnah Carp. Ctr.)

#11......3003tE%:¥i.vB:Vpd,.azsaiite7°4
#24' ...... 3675 Getwell
(Air Park)
#25 ...... 986 Brooks F`d. E.

(Bell Brook Commerce Park)

2 for 1 Mixed Drinks

5336 Poplar Aye.

EAST MEMPHIS

Do//ar Draft
=,1:..........::o8o5f#gide:W#::y%Pgk!f..park)

Memphis, Tenn.
685-2088

(Perimeter Off.

Park)

#15 ...... 5350 Poplar, Suite 514
(E. rl. Crump BIdg.)

#i6......6263Pp°oP#atS#%rtsJ3Idg.)
#i7......1355(LLyynnnnfi::fdBodf.ficepark)

#20 ...... 5050 Poplar

#26......5100:P#rLkerTS:;t::)nTOwen

Darrell Latham

22

Vineent Laws

Anthony Parker

A. Penchion

K. Richardson

D. Ricketts
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MEMPHIS STATE TIGERS

THE TRADITION 0F ELEGANCE
IN THE HEART 0F OXFORD

Greg sanders

David schmidt

I}ell scott

Geddes self

Kirk seulert

Frank smith

Tom smith

G. Stablelon

Pliil sutherlin

R. Thomton

Ellis Turner

Jeff walker

Why You Should Consider Buying

Tthe7VIastefBedroorrLj

From THE MASTER BEDF`OOM

WAFTEHBEDS

COMFORT-The number one benefit experienced by anyone
who owns a waterbed.

SUPPORT-Even distribution to conform to the contours of
the body with no pressure build up or no unsupported
areas.

Next time you stay in Oxford, surround yourself
with the quiet elegance of a truly fine hotel.
The Mississippi Ramada Inn is under new ownership and management. All rooms have been completely remodeled, and we offer over 120 beautiful appointed rooms and suites. The big, comfortable bedrooms are handsomely furnished, each featuring fl.ee
direc:t dial telephone, Magnavox color television with
AM`FM stereo and free HBO in your room.
We have the right size meeting
room for your business conference,
sales meeting, presentation or

CONFIDENCE-F{est assured that the Master Bedroom
offers the finest "Flotation Sleep" products available.

EXPERIENCE-Master Bedroom has been a leader in waterbeds since 1971. Our staff combines a personal experience in flotation sleeping for over 48 years.
QUALITY-We offer the finest products in the industry:
Water & Wood, Burlington Furniture, and Ultra Therm
to name a few.

SERVICE-From the salesperson you meet in oilr show.
room to the deliveryman in your home, we here at
Master Bedroom strive to meet our customer's needs.

A Special!

Now through December 31, 1981, the Mississippi
Ramada Inn offers a special Fall/winter rate for any
Friday, Saturday, Sunday or Monday (except during football games
and special events). The rate is
$2o.00 per room, maximum four to

MISSISSIPPI

SAVINGS-Our policy is to bring you quality sleeping,
excellent service and honest pricing at long term savings
to you.

g::::n:i:tef nogf. hTohifdn#t°:: E:

a room.
Ramada Inn, where your travel
dollar has more value than ever.
For reservations call toll free

finest hotel in north Mississippi

For these reasons,

•... in Oxford . . . the home of the
University of Mississippi.
It makes sense! The Mississippi

Rest assured on a waterbed from . . .

3 Locations . . .

i,

I_

I

,A_--

1-800-228-2828

HIGHWIAY 6 VVEST

EAST

RALEIGH

WAF`EHOUSE

OXFORE, MISSISSIPPI

3923 Park at Getwell

3258 Coleman Road

1716 N. Shelby Oaks at I-40

601-234-9112

372-2155

386-2354

452-8134
24

Ramada IIm has complete facilities to get you right
down to business. Our Conference Center accommodates groups from 3 to 300 in complete comfort.
Then there's the beautiful Annabelle Lee's Lounge
with live entertainment nightly and Annabelle Lee's
Supper Club for imaginative dining.
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MSU AthletEc Staff

MEMPHIS STATE TIGERS

€. Wilkinson

Stan weaver

Levon west

Jeff Wl'ite

Erie wilson

Brian wood

Cedric wright

R. Williams

Jerry Young

Billy I. Murphy

Danny Felker

Elma Roane

Ray Tucker

Assistant to President
for Athletics

Assistant Athletic
Director

Assistant Athletic Director

Assistant Athletic Director

for women's Athletics

For Radio & " Marketing

Dr. A. Ford Haynes

Faculty Representative

Bob Winn

Mike Finn

Phil Cannon

Cato Johnson

Dr. Morris Kurtz

Sports Information
Director

Associate Sports
Information Director

Ticket Manager and
Promotions Director

Administrative Aide

Academic Advisor

..`.

LEHM+€±HFgTHc%PSERTS
DABNEY-HOOVEF`
SUPPLY CO., INC.

61 W. Georgia Avenue
523-8961

GODDARD CONCRETE
PRODUCTS, lNC.
5270 Hunger ford Pld.

363-9300

lNAIRICA.
Denihono of Tokyo is here.
Sojoin us. For lunch or dinner

We prepare greor Americor`
fovorires-likespeciollyseleered
fillers or`d sirloins, fresh rer`der

DELTA SURGICAL, lNC.
1524 Madison
272-1603

chicker`, or`d plump shrimpoccordirlg ro a 1000 year old
Jopor`ese recipe. Ancl ir's pre-

pared, righr or your roble, by
your own personal chef. Come
or` our. To Benihono. Wher` ir
MCALISTER CONSTRUCTION CO.

Marine Contractors

comes ro greor American
ovorires, our chefs really know
heir onions.

Duo.FAST
Stapling & Nailing

Support the Tigers!
l}AII WEST GARDEN CENTER
4763 POPLAR

767.6743

3641 AUSTIN PEAY HWY.

388.0438

Good Luck, Tiger8!
CONLEY FROG &
SWITCH CO.
MEXPH19. TENN,

LF.WIS SUPPLY COMI.ANY
Suppli.a arid Equiprmnl
For Industry

477 Soulh M.in sl.

PI.one s25.687l

MEM pl+ls, TE N N.

Tip Electric Supply Co,
2497 Broad Street

EniHnnn Df TOHvo

For all your electric supply needs
Phone 458-7531

©
ipEN rok LJJNCH. Across FroM "E Htzrm' REGENcy.
9cO RIDGELAKE DLVD. , MEMPHIS,TN 08108. (901 ) 680-7090
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Tiger
Cheerleaders

Left to Right: Kneeling, Front Row—Tommy Breeden (mic-man), Henry
Bieber, Kevin Vaughan (mascot), Gene Gabriel (mascot), Lynn
Rivalto, Kevin Lamb, Maurice Hollingsworth (mascot), Russell Daws
(mic-man).

Ranked No. 3
in Nation

Standing, Second Row—Chuck Smith, Carl Elliott (not showing), Greg
Schoen (not showing), Marty McCool.
Top Row—flngie Dahogne, Brenda Moore, Lisa Wade, Tracy Warhurst,
Cheryl Malarcher.

News Plus Radio
News Plus...Rex Dockery
Hear MSU's Head Football Coach on
"The Rex Dockery Show"
6:16 PM. Monday thruFriday. . . and call in for conversation
with the coach on his
weekly talk show.
VOLKSWAGEN
3457 LAMAR AVENUE /

SALES AND SERVICE

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118 / PHONE (A. C. 901) 362-5110

60 is alsoNews PIUS...
Cook and Powell...

Air Traffic Reports Morningsand Afternoons. . .
Meterologist Earl Finkle... Wall Street Journal
Reports . . . Around-the-Clock features and
information from CBSand Mutual Networks.

29

I A.I I 1111 ,

HCME FURNISHINGS
FINE SELECTION OF QUALITY FURNITURE FROM
LEADING MANUFACTURERS
• THOMASVILLE • LANE • BROYHILL
• STRATFORD • DIXIE • YOUNG-HINKLE
• BARCALOUNGER • CHROMCRAFT • SEALY

of

£
00 rg»

vio =o

• SUMTER CABINET • SERTA • BURLINGTON
- JASPER CABINET • STIFFEL LAMPS
• AMERICAN DREW • STANLEY • COCHRANE

"SERVING THE GREATER MEMPHIS AREA
WITH COMPETITIVE PRICES"
WEEKDAYS TIL'9 P.M.
SATURDAYS TIL'6 P.M.

00 -H

THE MID-SOUTH'S LOVELIEST
WOMEN'S SPECIALTY STORES
FAMED FOR QUALITY
WEARING APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES

CO -t

as
CI

• 1808 Union Avenue
• Germantown Village Square

CD CO 00

• Clarksdale, Mississippi

0) <D

0

3 2O
CD O

Corroon& Black.
The Business Insurance
Winner.

CD

<D O

W

6263 Poplar Ave., Suite 700, Memphis, Tennessee 38117/(901) 761-9100

III

IS A WINNER
FANTASTIC FOOD & SPIRITS
7730 POPLAR • GERMANTOWN VILLAGE SQUARE
GERMANTOWN.TN 38138 • 754-0760

w

iiii
jlS§
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MEMPHIS STATE FOOTBALL
MILESTONE VICTORIES

_ J) Trophy and Plaque Shop

1st - Bolton Agricultural
25th - Southwestern
50th - Delta State University
75th - Freed-Hardeman
100th - Middle Tennessee State
150th - Louisiana Tech
200th - Southern Mississippi
250th - Louisville
300th - Southern Mississippi

Supports llger Football 19811
4280 New Getwell Rd.
(Inside Fred's Super Store)

0 Trophies
• Engraving
• Name Plates

• Plaques
• Ribbons

794-2450

• Sale Awards

Laminated Documents

Quality at Discount Prices!
Free Catalog • Quantity Discounts

When FALL is in the air, and about SOLUTIONS to the

it's time to think high cost of heating

FOOTBALL... YOUR HOME.
I TIGERS, GO!!!

ONE ANSWER IS

STORM WINDOWS

Clyde Wilson
Lester Barnard
Zach Curlin
Zach Curlin
C.C. Humphreys
Ralph Hatley
Billy J. Murphy
Billy J. Murphy
Richard Williamson

Whatever it takes.

(PI

A
J

Nonprofit, not tax-supported.

We also sell and install:
• REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
• INSULATION (Roll or Blown)
• ALUMINUM SIDING AND GUTTERS
• STORM DOORS • CAULKING
• WEATHERSTRIPPING
• WATER HEATER WRAP

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE &
NO OBLIGATION ENERGY
SURVEY OF YOUR HOME.

Phone

ALL YOUR ENERGY SAVINGNEEDS fJNDER ONE ROOF

13-6
26-0
12-0
51-0
14-7
13-7
8-6
69-19
42-14

For all the things that could
happen to your child,
only Le Bonheur Children's
Medical Center can provide
the special equipment and
specialists. Especially the
specialty of love.We take
the time to comfort and
play And sometimes that's
the best medicine to make
the hurt go away.
Your child needs
Le Bonheur and we need
your help. Because the
Memphis hospital for little
people is supported only
by big people. Like you.
Le Bonheur
Children's
Medical
Center

seasonal!

1912
1922
1928
1933
1940
1953
1962
1969
1977

377-7271

5531 PLEASANT VIEW • MEMPHIS,TN 38134
Participating Contractor with TV A &
MLGW Home Energy Programs.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC
MOTORS, INC.
721 Scott St.
323-6268
Sales & Service Electric Motors,
and power transmission equipment.

BUISWElAllci
IDE KEEP YOO SMIUNC.'/
opm z4 iwix-nm f*®*
|0 CONVENIENT ICCOnorU

^„

WALTER PALAZOLA PRODUCE CO., INC.
If It Grows We Have It
Wholesale Fruits & Vegetables
Sales Handled By Bob or Tom Palazola
744 Scott St.
Memphis, Tennessee

PorriES

NAME BRAND ^>Ucou»t SHOES
LADIE'S & MENS
411S Elvis Presley Blvd.
4832 Summer Ave.
4690 Knight Arnold Rd. at Perklm

32a

TIGER CLUB SUPPORTS
MEMPHIS STATE ATHLETICS
"It's a Whole New Ballgame" has been the slogan for
Memphis State athletics in 1981. With this new and
exciting feeling, Memphis State University has organized
the Tiger Club, which will enable Tiger fans to provide
support for the entire MSU athletic department.
A non-profit organization, the Tiger Club is committed
to providing funds to establish and maintain scholarships
for student athletes.
Your contributions will be used to support student
athletes in the following sports: football, baseball, men's
and women's basketball, tennis, golf, gymnastics and
track, as well as women's volleyball.
Heading up the Tiger Club is Mr. Ruffner Murray, who
has been well known around Memphis State athletics for
several years as a coach and assistant athletic director.
The following is a breakdown on the different levels of
the Tiger Club and the benefits you will receive from your
contributions.

Club Designation:
BENEFITS:

Annual Contribution:

"Tiger Trackers" "Tiger Trackers"
Associate Member
Member
$25-$99
$100 $499

Thomas G. Carpenter and Bob Patterson

"Tom's"
Club
$500 - $999

"Bengal Tiger"
Club
$1,000 - $2,499

"Striped Tiger"
Club
$2,500 - $4,999
X

"Super Tiger"
Club
$5,000 & Above
X

Tax Deductible

X

X

X

X

Membership Card

X

X

X

X

x

X

Auto Decals

X

X

X

X

X

X

Periodic Confidential Coaching Reports

X

X

X

X

X

Priority on Football Season Tickets

X

X

X

x

Football/Basketball Brochures

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Seating Priority Football/Individual Games

X

X

x

Invitations to Special Athletic
Department Functions

X

X

X

Priority to Purchase Choice Season Tickets
for Football/Basketball as available

X

x

Priority to Purchase Two (2) Season
Press Box Tickets/Football

X

X4

Priority to Purchase Two (2) Season Golden
Circle Basketball Tickets as available

X

X4

Football Parking

X

X

Office Plaque

"Two (2) additional season tickets (a total of 4) may be purchased, as available.
Information on the purchase of all seats in a small individual press box and contributions for lifetime individual boxes will be provided upon request.

TIGER CLUB MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
ROOM 106 FH —MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38152
Please include your membership preference below and
return to club office.

Business Address_

SUPER TIGER

$5,000 or MORE

Home Address

STRIPED TIGER

$2,500 - $4,999

Business Phone

BENGAL TIGER

$1,000 - $2,499

Home Phone

TOM'S CLUB

$ 500 - $ 999

TIGER TRACKERS

$ 100-$ 499

TIGER TRACKERS (Associate)
Check made payable to Tiger Club

$

25-$

49

Alumnus
Sports interested in_

Coors of Shelby County, Inc., is proud to bring
the pure fresh high country taste of Coors beer to
Memphis. We know that when you taste our beer,
you'll agree that now Memphis has the best.

Coors is Tiger Tonic

PiZ3®
flut.

Football Game Ticket Stubs
can be redeemed for:
$2.00 off any large pizza
$1.00 off any medium pizza
Valid the night of the game and
one week thereafter.
Not valid with any other discount offer.
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Mateo's RIDGEWAY FOUR
Mateo's Highland

||^||
^

ANDERSON-TULLY
COMPANY

34

VICKSBURG, MISS.

$2°°

YARBROUGH
CABLE SERVICE, INC.
850 North Main^ ^

OVEN FRESH•••
$2 OFF!
$700 OFF PAN PIZZA.

/liRBORIME
AIRBORNE FREIGHT CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30109
Memphis, TN 38130
(901) 345-5960

MEMPHIAN

MEMPHIS, TENN.

M^:

Tenn'

off any large Pan Pizza, $1°° off any medium.

Oven-fresh is the taste you get at
your Hometown Pizza Hut® res
taurant. Delicious fixins' and
dough are made fresh everyday,
so they're ready when you are for
pizza. Pizza served oven-fresh,
topped with your favorite top
pings. Aahh yes. . . the taste is
always oven-fresh.

niTTSI
I'LFZCl
M—

flut

"°^66o'Holmes Road 1831 fiibyja
< M, Moriah Ave. 7911 Hwy.51 N.; AllgglSj.
431
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Youhaowwlrothewinnersare.They'rethe ones with smELes!
When Southern Mississippi
Has the Ball

When Memphis State
Has the Ball

SOUTHEF`N MISSISSIPPI OFFENSE

MEMPHIS STATE OFFENSE
86

DARRYLHUNTER

68

ANDYDIXON

76

TIMIVIASON

3

............

72

................

74

................

52

65

KENDeFEO

..,.............,

66

58

TOMDORIAN

..,............

71

70

CHUCKCARKHUFF

88

FRANKSMITH

8

TOMSMITH

20

TONYWILEY

30

MIKEDION

26

BUDBROWN

.............

.................

BILLMANN

................

LEHMANALLEY
GLENHOWE

.............

...............

86

RAYMONDPOWELL

10

REGGIECOLLIER

...,,...........

................

45
40

SAMMYWINDER ...........
CLEMONTERRELL .........

.................

49

MIKELIVINGS

........
...........

..............

..........

MEMPHIS STATE DEFENSE
90
54
93
91
99
62

RHETTWHITLEY
.......,....
CHAFtLIEJENKINS ..........
JERALDBAYLIS ............
LARRYALFORD .......,.....
GEORGETILLMAN
..........
GREGKELLEY ..............
IVIARKCARMICHAEL ........
BRUCEMILLER .............

14

DALEFIFE

..........

SOUTHERN MISSISSIPP[ DEFENSE

24
15

................

...............

JERRYKNOWLTON

32
91
68
58
81
50
22
48

DONHORN

JOEYHENDF`IX

DUANEMARSHALL .........
GREG MONTGOIVIERY ......,
CEDRICWRIGHT ...........
MICHAELCANNON .........
STANLEYADAMS ..........
MIKEKLEIMEYER ..........

40

................

DANNYJACKSON ...........
EDDIERAYWALKER ........

MIKEEVANS

..............

42
41

ROBERTLEVINGSTON ......
GEORGESTAPLETON ......

15
2

PERCYNABol]S ............
MARVINCHATMAN ........

THE GOLDEN EAGLES

THE TIGERS

Mann

Landrum

.,

Chatman
Weaver ,

Omar ..
Montgomery
Balkunas ..

OG
DG
OT

Major

..

Clayton

ILB

Parker .
f]icketts

Mutters

Sol 'er8

Dorian .
Sutherljn

Collier.....

L. Al ford

dupont

Laws . . .

Bowers

..

Hol.n.......

M.Al ford

...

a. Thompson
.... '

Crawtord

Gleagon
Kleimeyer

Ducksworth .
Gamble,,.,
a. Brown . .

Martin

White

. .

Walker
`5l`iR{. . : `...`. : `.

East . . .
Dixon . ,

F`icky phiinp9
Means
' ....

T. Smith
.

Lovelady
Seufert ,
Nabors ..
Sanders . .
Hauss ..
a. Brown ..
Wiley

..

Becton
..
Latham , . ,
Burroilghs
Harrison .
Knowlton .
Carter . . .
Dion

Carkhuff
QB
WF3

Gentry ..
Hechinger

F3B

WR
OLB
DB
RB
WF]

Mason

.

Booth

..

Jackson
F. Smith

Leving§ton

Marshall

Chapman ,

Cannon

Fells . . .
Dunn . . .

W,ight

Wilson

Algee

::lfii;a.n.......
Poulin

a:pop.yTh.a.ri,i;Oh
Haeuster.....
Alexander . . .
Howell
Terrell
.
Harrington

Winder
Miller

YOung

0

.
.

#Rptio;.......'..'...

Hunter .

..

.

Hardman

.....

Cranford . . .
Gabourel ..
DOze

..

Stao'eton

..,

Moffett....,

Nelson .
Coleman
Elder

Hu''

D. Jackson .

Pl. Brown

..

,

Sch i ro

Penchion
Darroch
Blalock

Evans . . .

Long

Kennington
Carmichael

..

Schmidt .

Hoope'....
Wi„iam§ .
Hollis

Walker

.K

Conway
Justesen

Adams

Scott

"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks whlch Identify the same product ot The Coca-Cola Company

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COIVIPANY OF MEMPHIS

..

...

C. Jackson
Bichardson

Powe„
J. B,Own

Jenkins
Pace....
Ba8kin
..
MOore . . .
williams....
F]obert Phillip3

Living8

Long ..
Henders6h. : ....

5:ll:yod'

Allen

. . .

YOU'RE ALWAYS CLOSE
TO DRIVING ABARGAIN
IN MEMPHIS.
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Dale Fife
Dwane Massey
Charley Carter
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Fort Walton Beach, FL
Natchez, MS
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Nn matter where you go around
They come to us for our good old-fashioned
Memphis you're never far from good ser- reliable service And they come to us for
vkeTTgood buy ona Ford. That's why so agtK>d pnceand anh<,nest trade-thekmd
manv folks around Memphis have gotten
ofde^ that makes a customer a fnend.
to be good fnends with | __ M
their Memphis Metro
please stop by soon.
Ford dealers.They come
You might just drive
to us for our good selec
away with a bargain
tion of cars and trucks.

FORD

MEMPHIS METRO FORD DEALERS

DobbsFord

Tol

Memphi^K38"8

vS Nifmphis. AR^i

Bl>d
Memph«.S»16

Milton Richardson
Raymond Powell

95

Wendall W

Go TIGERS
For life, health, home,
car,business insurance

ft

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE

getoetfcrt
FAMOUS BARBECUE DRIVE-IN

?boo NONCONNAH BLVD • MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38i3?

tWoSptoAw.L
NlcmphK.TN .W22

85
86

Mcmphc^TN Wl i2

RA,MNJDA

We keep the Tigers "cool"

A. A. Battery & Air Conditioning Service

2490 MT. MORIAH

39

1981 MSU FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Jackson, MS

1:30 pm

Sept. 12 — Florida State

Tallahasse, FL

7:30 pm

Sept. 19 — MISSISSIPPI

Memphis, TN

7:30 pm

Sept. 26 — Georgia Tech

Atlanta, GA

1:30 pm

Oct.

Blacksburg, VA

1:30 pm

Memphis, TN

7:30 pm

Sept.

Oct.

5 — Mississippi State

3 — Virginia Tech
10 — LOUISVILLE

Oct.

17 — SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI

Memphis, TN

7:30 pm

Oct.

24 — TENNESSEE

Memphis, TN

1:30 pm

Oct.

31 — Vanderbilt

Nashville, TN

1:30 pm

Nov.

7 — Cincinnati

Cincinnati, OH

1:30 pm

Memphis, TN

1:30 pm

Nov.

14 — TULANE

All Memphis State University Home Games are played in Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium

Craft #
® Stove
CRAFT STOVE CENTER
5353 Winchester

362-6330

We've
Got What
You're
Looking
For.

Bluff

City
Btuck
1-240 at Getwell*744-0150.

1981-82 Tiger Basketball
1981-82 MEMPHIS STATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

N027E-28BEMETR0

TIP-OFF CLASSIC
Memphis, Tennessee
(MSU and Tulane will play the Australian National
Olympic Team and the Yugoslavian National Team)

1
at East Tennessee State
5
Livingston University
7
at Mississippi State University
12
Indiana State University
19
Southwestern Louisiana
22
Brown University
29
University of Mississippi
JANUARY
2
East Tennessee State
4
University of Baltimore
9
Florida State University
13
University of Cincinnati*
16
North Texas State University
18
at Virginia Tech*
21
at Tulane University*
23
at University of Cincinnati*
27
Marquette University
30
Virginia Tech"
FEBRUARY
at St. Louis University*
6
University of Louisville
8
Ball State University
13
at Florida State University*
20
at Penn State University
22
at University of Louisville*
25
Tulane University*
27
St. Louis University*
MARCH
5-7 METRO CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT

Memphis' finest...

—

SITE

DECEMBER

-J&

For elegant dining-

REFRIGERATION CO.

... JohnsonCity, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Starkville, Mississippi
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee

PHONE

901- 527- 8445

liberty

^Restaurant

309 UNION AVE.

Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Blacksburg, Virginia
New Orleans, Louisiana
Cincinnati, Ohio
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee

IBeef
8c

6084

38I03

St. Louis, Missouri
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
Tallahassee, Florida
University Park, Pennsylvania
Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee

Quince Ave.
at Ridgeway

Grocery • Restaurants
Equipment & Supplies
Superlative food and service

Memphis, Tennessee

in the tradition of celebrated

* Metro Conference Opponents

dining clubs of the 18th cen

Our handpainted Memphis State Tiger
Outfit is perfect for the games . . .
The skirt, purse, and t-shirt are
completely washable and such
fun to wear!

Available in Memphis —
GRACE SHOP / 3477 Poplar

or contact

daisy, inc.

tury await visitors to the

PUBLIC WELCOME

Memphis area.

Private Rooms available
for Parties, Day or Night

Memphis
Quality Inn East
Quality Inn of the Year
Home of the Cheshire Restaurant

for the shop nearest you
p. o. box 38449
germantown, tn 38138
901/754-1142
(Any school available upon request)

Head Coach Dana Kirk
All Memphis State University bas
ketball games are played in the
Mid-South Coliseum. Seating capac
ity for the Mid-South Coliseum is
11,200.
40b

5877 Poplar Avenue

767-6300

Ideally located at the Intersection of Poplar Avenue and 1-240, Quality Inn East offers
the ultimate in accommodation for both'you and your out-of-town guest. We are looking
forward to seeing you.
41
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Don't move
till you callus.

RYDER
SUPPORTS THE TIGERS IN 1981
Bring in your Tigers ticket stub for a

10% DISCOUNT

PIUAIE
Also:
Alaskan King Crab Legs
Bottled Spirit • Choice Steaks
Luncheon & Dinner

ON ANY TRUCK RENTAL

"All-Time
Winners"

MWMA

jEE

Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Washers,

1135 Riverside
775-2700

4121 Delp St.
365-1000

Active
Bolt & Screw
Co.
All Types of Stainless
Fasteners,
Brass Bolts and Screws,

DENTURES

* ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS

• Dentures & Partials

* FISHING TACKLE

• One Day Service
• Economical Prices (Fees Quoted
by Telephone)

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP
1707 Bender Rd.
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone 346-2514

DENTISTRY
• Cleaning, Fillings, Crowns, & Other
Dental Services Available
• Economical Prices (Fees Quoted
by Telephone)

"If It's Sporting Goods, We Have It"

YORK ARMS CO.
Sporting Goods

Sheet Metal Screws,
Machine Screws,
and Carriage Bolts

For Action . .
Call Active
523-1557
383 S. S8COND ST.

—THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS—
EAST
Poplar-Highland Plaza

4627 SUMMER
AVE.

MID-SOUTH DENTAL CENTER
1699 Bender Rd.
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone 396-3674

Stove Bolts,

* HUNTING SUPPLIES

SOUTH
Whitehaven Plaza
MEMPHIS

TENNESSEE

Drs. Umsted, Myers, Simpson and Staff
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STADIUM INFORMATION
PUBLIC REST ROOMS are located under
Section 7 and 8 on the East side of the
field, Sections 23 and 24 and D and E
on the West side, Sections 3 and 4 on
the South side and Sections 15 and 16
on the North Side.

First Down

Interference

Personal Foul

FIRST AID FACILITIES: The main First
Aid Room is located under the West
Stands near the Press Box elevator
shaft. A Mobile First Aid Unit is sta
tioned outside the Stadium Office on
the East side and Ambulances are lo
cated at the North and South Entrances
to the playing field.

X

do not attempt to buy over the counter
at these four stands. THEY ARE WHOLE
SALE OUTLETS ONLY.

PAGING SYSTEM: If your name is paged
over the Public Address and you do not
hear the entire message or desire more
information, please come to the Stadium
Office, which is located under the East
Stands. DO NOT TRY TO CONTACT THE
PUBLIC ADDRESS ANNOUNCER . . .
DOCTOR'S EXCHANGE NUMBERS WILL
ALSO BE HANDLED IN THIS MANNER.
CONCESSION STANDS are located
throughout the Stadium. In addition
Venders will be moving up and down
the aisles. There are four Vender's
Stands underneath the Stadium. Please

SHOP EARLY

*

Over 70 Boutique Shops from 14 States
ATTEND

Subsidium's Christmas Carrousel of Shoppes
Gifts • Antiques • Toys • Fashions • Furniture • Food Items
EXCLUSIVE SHOPPING OPPORTUNITY

Shopping Hours
Saturday, Oct. 31 -10:00-5:00
Sunday, Nov. 1 -11:00-6:00
Monday, Nov. 2 —10:00-4:00

Admission $2.00

The Racquet Club of Memphis
5

FREE PARKING
information Call

For

323-4571

Benefitting Memphis Oral School for the Deaf

GOLF CARTS are available to physically
disabled people whose seats are located
in Sections A through H. The carts will
be stationed at the two ramps leading
to the upper concourse on the West
side of the field ONLY. Those desiring
to make use of these carts should be
at the Stadium no later than one hour
prior to kickoff and should be prepared
to remain in their seats for 20 to 30
minutes following the game, at which
time carts will pick up on the upper
concourse, only after the ramps have
cleared of pedestrian traffic. Heart pa
tients must have a letter from their
doctor. Thank you.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR
HEART ATTACK PATIENTS: Cardio pul
monary resusitation provided free as a
service to the stadium by the Memphis
Heart Association and its volunteers.
CONCESSION PRICES 1981
Item
Price
12 oz. Soft Drink
50
16 oz. Soft Drink
75
22 oz. Soft Drink—Souv. Cup
1.25
Coffee
35
Peanuts
50
Roast Beet sanawicn
Ham Sandwich
Pecan Pie
Candy
Hot Dogs
Cigarettes

i.^o
85
45
65
85

/A. First
American
Memphis,Tennessee
4894 Poplar Avenue
1687 E.BrooksRoad
2000 Union Avenue

Delay of Game
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The Mighty Sound of the South

Hunter. Ironclad QualitySince 1886.
All ceilingfans are notalike. Hunter
is theOriginal. Since 1886.Whisper
quiet. Cast ironhousing. Realwood
blades. Beautifulin itsdesign integ
rity andsimplicity withoutphony
plastic frills. Beauty that's morethan
skin deep.Because it can cut cooling
costs up to40% by making a 78°
room feel like72°. Inwinter, itcuts
heating costby pullingwarm air off

EasTex Packaging, Inc.
Memphis Division
3400 Ch.h.a Av».
M.mphit, T.nn.
COMPLIMENTS OF

the ceiling.And runson thepower of
a light bulb. Awide choice of models
and finishes makesHunter fit any
decor. Send $1 for 16-page color
catalog. Dept.Al, Box 14775,Memphis,
TN 38114.Or phone 1-800-238-5358
for nearest dealer. Then putyour
Hunter Original Olde Tyme Ceiling
Fan inyour will.
-IRQBBINS
It's that good.
"1MYERS

Wrecks Rebuilt

Support the Tigers!

Auto Glass
Auto Upholstery j

^— Sidney J. McKay
is Director of
Concert Bands
at Memphis
State. Being a
native of Louisi
ana he earned
his B.A. and
M.M.Ed, degrees
from Northeast
Louisiana Uni—
v e r s i t y. He
Dr.Sidney McKay
completed his
D.M.Ed, degree at the University of
Southern Mississippi.
Dr. McKay has taught in Louisiana
and Mississippi on the junior high,
high school, and university levels for
17 years. In competition his bands
consistently received superior rat
ings.
He has received such honors as
being named the outstanding young
educator in his school system and
was named Phi Beta Mu's outstand
ing band director (Delta Chapter) in
1970. In 1971, he was awarded a
Citation of Excellence by the Na
tional Band Association for his "out

standing contribution to bands and
band music."
Dr. McKay has been on the staff
of the United States of America Band
and Chorus for several summers,
and has traveled to Mexico, Canada,
the British Isles, Japan, Hawaii, and
the western United States. In 1972,
he served as conductor of the group
on its tour of Europe.
He holds membership in Kappa

COBB
CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

Kappa Psi, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Delta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, ASBDA,
MENC, College Band Directors Na
tional Association, and Phi Beta Mu.
In addition to his duties at Mem
phis State, Dr. McKay serves as con
ductor of the Greenville, Mississippi
Symphony Orchestra, and as an ad
judicator and guest conductor for
bands.

TENNESSEE
BOLT & SCREW
Co. INC.
W. W. WILLIAMS CO.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE
1055 HARBOR AVE. • PHONE 775-1861
"Since 1911"

General Contractors

Compliments of
SHELBY SKIPWITH,

Convertible Tops

PHONE 332-0253

Go, Tigers, Go!

LUBRICANTS, INC.

Machinery Sales Company, Inc.
New & Used Melol Working Mochinery
465 SO. MAIN STREET
MEMPHIS. TENN. 38103
|90lI 527-8671
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Suite 167
1255 Lynrvfield

L and H. ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
3081 Bellbrook Center Dr. Memphis, Tenn. 38116

P.O. Box 171264

345-5875
3343 MILLBRANCH RD.
SOUTH OF BROOKS RD.

WRECKER SERVICE
— CUSTOM SEAT COVERS —
PROMPT SERVICE ON INSURANCE CLAIMS

INC

Now celebrating our 35th year with YORK

Memphis, Tennessee 381 17

BARRETVILLE
Bank & Trust Company
BARRETVILLE, TENNESSEE
P.O. Box 306
R-F.D 1
Millinglon, Tenn.
For Paper - GO WESTERN!
For Football- GO MEMPHIS STATE:

WESTERN PAPER CO.
4040 DELP ST

Memphis, Tenn

363 :1575

J. A. FULMER & SON
3745

Lamar Ave.

Memphis, Tenn.
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Tiger Club Membership

TIRED TIGERS REST
AT

MEMBERSHIP AS OF SEPTEMBER, 1981

RAMADA INNS

SUPER TIGER CLUB

And some come to kick up their paws.

IfVfVTfH

Join the RAMADA Regulars

RAMADA INN EAST
5225 Summer Avenue
at 1-40 & Hwy. 70
(901) 682-7691

FAMILY

DENTAL
GROUP, RC.
Dentistry You Can Afford
The goal of the Family Dental
Group is saving teeth ...and keeping
the cost of continuing dental care low
enough to make that possible.

RAMADA INN DOWNTOWN
160 Union Avenue
(901) 525-5491

Three Locations:
5356 Mendenhall Sq. Mall—795-7283
2175 Germantown Rd., Suite 302—755-7283
5040 Raleigh-La Grange, Suites 6, 7, 8—372-7396

Call today for an appointment.
Evenings available on request
at Mendenhall office.
Drs. Stratton, Kirkpatrick, Lichliter, Caldwell,
Ryniec, Thompson, Van Sickle

Jimmy Dobbs, Jr.
Fogelman Investment
Seessel's Supermarket
William B. Tanner
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
First Tennessee Bank
Union Planters Bank
Bluff City Buick
Leon Brothers and Associates, Inc.
STRIPED TIGER CLUB
H. E. Folk
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Richardson
United Warehouse and
Terminal Corp.
Thoracic Cardiovascular Surgery,
Association
Dunavant Enterprise

TIGER TRACKERS
E. Sidney Birdsong, MD
A. A. Carroll, Jr.
Cloverleaf Pharmacy
Holloway Cromer, Jr.
Arthur L. Driver
Flight Services
Nello J. Giaroli, DDS
Dan M. Guinn
J. A. Hadley, Jr.
Jimmy Haygood
Ralph Hamilton
Hal Kaufman
B. H. Kubik, DDS
Lichterman Shoe Co.
H. Franklin Miller, DDS
Billy Quinn
M. C. Robertson
H. B. SolmsorV "
Jack Walker
Gordon L. Wills, MD
Richard H. Williams
John L. Zoccola

TOM'S CLUB
BENGAL TIGER CLUB
Active Bolt and Screw, Inc.
Anderson-Tully
Associated Realty Services, Inc.
Paul Barrett, Jr.
Bryant Tire and Appliance, Inc.
Campbell Clinic
Casual Corner, Inc.
C & I Bank
Dean Foods Company
John C. Dobbs
John H. Dobbs
W. Terry Edwards
First American Bank
C. K. Fisackerly
Goldsmith's Dept. Store
Gordon's Transports, Inc.
Dan Hallford
Hohenberg Brothers Co.

'4s

Abraham Cattle Co.
E. A. Alburty
Dr. James R. Barnawell
American Hospital Supply
Corporation
Choctaw, Inc.
Dobbs Houses
Clark and Clark
Dowdle Sporting Goods
Duffy Personnel Service
E. H. Crump and Co.
Dr. Harold Farley
Robert Fogleman
R. C. Hammons
Harts' Mfg. Co.
Humko Products
G. C. Jones
Hubert Menke
PryorOldsmobile

Oef 'em Tigers 1 . . . We got 'em:
25 RADIO-DISPATCHED TRUCKS

(4|SCHEVENELL
| R - e a d y

M i *

C o n c r e t e

GO TIGERS GO

ACE HARDWARE
4264 Summer Avenue at Summer Shopping Center

Telephone 682-7628
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Marvin H. Sandidge
Greenway Golf Center
Tension Envelope
Peter S. Willmott
WMC-TV

Holiday Inns of America
Dr. Robert Jones
Leader Federal
Lit Refrigeration Co.
Malone & Hyde
Memphis Bank and Trust
Memphis Canteen
National Bank of Commerce
Premium Brands
Shelby Electric
Taylor Machinery Company
C. E. Thompson Lumber Company
Twenty-Five Club
Union Planters National Bank
United American Bank
Dr. Peter Wallace
Ben F. Whitten Jr.
Browning-Ferris
Morgan, Keegan and Company

TIGER TRACKERS—ASSOCIATE
Irvin Bogatin
Ruth Griffin
Charles L. Henry, Jr.
Dorothy Lee Lewis
Lucky Electric Supply, Inc.
Curt Meierhoefer
James E. Nichols
Elbert S. Stegall, III

_
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Seafood Specialties from Around the World.
- NOW 2 LOCATIONS -

C

5041 summer *we- -767-8531

. 1877 Union-274-7080

JOEL FURNITURE COMPANY
"Quality Furniture - Quantity Prices"

3339 JACKSON
327-7388
OPEN MONDAY-THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.
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REX DOCKERY SHOW
'iM woods

Continuing in the fine
tradition of our downtown
restaurant of over 60 years
with elegant dining in a quiet,
pleasant country atmosphere.
Specializing in

YOUR HOME FOR
MEMPHIS STATE
HOME GAMES!

The Rex Dockery Show is being tele
vised this year on WREG-TV, Channel
3, and can be seen every Sunday
evening at 10:30 p.m., following Chan
nel 3 Sunday night news. Tom Stocker,
the sports director for WREG-TV,
serves as the show's host.

La Quinta Inn-MedicalCenter
42 S. CamillaSt

All Memphis State football games
can be heard throughout West Ten
nessee and portions of Middle and
East Tennessee. WMC-Radio in Mem
phis will continue to serve as the flag
ship station with Jack Eaton handling
the play-by-play, and Ray Tucker,
MSU's Assistant AD for Radio and
Television Marketing serving as the
color commentator. Other stations
carrying the Tiger broadcast include
WTJS/WKIR in Jackson, Tennessee,
WIRJ in Humboldt, Tennessee, WASL
in Dyersburg, Tennessee, and WIZO in
Franklin, Tennessee.

Jim's Choice Steaks
Genuine charcoal broiled over open hearth

Grecian Specialties
Souflima and Shish Kabob

Seafood Delicacies

Small private parties and banquet facilities

Closed Sundays.

5560 Shelby Oaks Dr. 388-7200
(Summer Ave. Exit, 1-40)

UNITED WAREHOUSE

MORRIS HARDWARE

& TERMINAL CORPORATION

137 W. Illinois

Repair Service For Small
flnrJirmres
Lcrwnmowers
MARTIN SENOUR PAINTS AND VARNISHES
—Plenty of Parking—
549 S. HIGHLAND
PHONE 324-5591

948-3481

ASK. FOR

I C IC 1
I \1\l

IJ Jl

FURNITURE FABRICS
AT YOUR LOCAL
UPHOLSTERY
SHOP

LYNN WHITSETT CORP.
REFRACTORY SALES
& SERVICE

FREE
DECORATING
SERVICE

30 Years Same Location

I™)PAT PATTERSON
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

743-7130

4126 Delp St.
Phone: 901 — 365-7650
MEMPHIS. TENN. 38118
ghWiLLIAM L. PANKEY
Diamond Jeweler
^Memphi. Bank A Tru.t Bid*.
4515 Poplar Phone 685-0395

LAURELWOOD

WHITEHAVEN

RALEIGH

FOX MEADOWS

450 Perkins, Extd.
767-9481
Open Week Nights'Til 9

POPLAR TUNES RECORD SHOP, INC.
308 Poplar
Phone 525-6348
POP TUNES — EAST
4195 Summer
Phone 324-3855
POP TUNES —SOUTH
4622 Faronia
Phone 346-7172

4212 Elvis Presley Blvd.
396-9496
Open Week Nights 'Til 9

For Fast Parts Delivery Dial 743-3001

"WE NOW LEASE AUTOMOBILES"
2759 LAMAR AVE.

3329 Austin Peay Hwy.
386-9411
Open Week Nights 'Til 9

DOWNTOWN
157 So. Main
526-5906
Open Daily'Til 6

WINSETT-SIMMONDS, INC.
Distributors of Utility Construction Equipment
RENTAL, SALES AND SERVICE OF
i it11 itv rnNfiTRlirJ ON EQUIPMENT

SERVICE IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT
WRECKER SERVICE
50
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SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.. INC.

Former Tigers in the Pros

I S j
mm-

wats

CORPORATION

AUTOMATIC CANTEEN
COMPANY

SEALY
POSTUREPEDJC

COMPLETE VENDING SERVICE
527-6372

ST. JOE
PAPER COMPANY

Your Back
Deserves It

1700 S. Third St.
948-7761

Barbour Lewis Walker & Co.
Process Equipment Engineers
3400 Democrat Road
Tennessee 38118—(901) 362-2253

Compliments of

MEMPHIS
AVIONICS, INC.

A Complete
Dishwashing Service

Miami Dolphins (3 yrs)

GREAT RESTAURANTS
IN OVERTON SQUARE
2144 Madison Avenue • 725-0684
ALL YOUR FAVORITE PLACES
UNDER ONE ROOF

'^-

v

^
,U
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Is a selection olcountry-style home
cooking from around the world , someare ota
European tamily recipes, otheis areout own
creations, and we nowserve

746 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
TELEPHONE 523-0136

Tonight's game ticket stub good for a happy hour
priced drink at these restaurants.
(One ticket per customer)
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Putting it all together...

MONA LISA BOUTIQUE
2757 Mendenhall Road South • Town & Country Center
Memphis, Tennessee 381 15
Phone 362-0313

Mademoiselle Fashions
Specialize In Women's Jeans And Sportswear
Gloria Vanderbilt • Jordache • Calvin Klein
Lee

•

Levi

•

Brittania

and "Others"

MARION and ELEANORE HAWKS, Owners

LANIGAN
STORAGE
&
VAN
COMPANY,
INC.
Agents For

ALLIED
VAN
LINES

The news is all ways
a little better on Tv 5.
54

i
Taste what
great
Med chicken is allabout.
entrate on just onething,

and juicy the Colonel'sspecial way. There'i
like it! WeDo Chicken Right,

t

F M Chicken,

Ed Hanks Kentucky Fried Chicken
Memphis and West Memphis

901-795-2000

The winning team

ca

GD

from America's most entertaining
couple... Mr and Mrs "T."
When the final score goes up, you'll always
find the cocktail mixes from Mr and Mrs "T" the
winner—that's because they make the perfect
drink everytime!
So, at home or away, always pick one from
the "winning team" and you'll be amazed at
how easy it is to entertain with Mr and Mrs "T"

GO
OD
to/)
Ray Tucker

MEN-WOMEN

Don't grab the first thing that conies along.

Be choosey.
Look around for a skillthat's as goodas you are.
And if youlook in the right place you won't have tolook long.

We have hundreds of training programs. Medical Specialist, Construction, Law Enforcement, Food Service,

Missile Maintenance, Communications, Heavy Equipment, Radio/TV Systems Specialist,Telephone Installer and
Lineman, Orthopedic Specialist, Radar Operation, and many others.
You don't need experience.
If you qualify, we'll guarantee you training inthe skill you choose.
And we'll pay you while you learn.

Call Army Opportunities 525-2000

ARMY.BE ALLYOU CAMBE.
Best wishes
Ellers, Fanning, Oakley,
Chester & Rike, Inc.
AFTER THE GAME —PICK UP A DELICIOUS

— BARBECUE 6-PACK —
at any of the TOPS convenient locations . . .

TOPS BAR-B-Q
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ALL AMERICAN INC

^^£0$ Quality Athletic & Recreational Supplies
3230 SUMMER MEMPHIS. TN. 38112
{klJJ
PHONE (901) 324-3783

| fee's
Etf <©Ii>e®gme
1 SrliratrBsen

Where would awise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength?

Zhc Saga el
a fceiball
tan
fan
I by Herb Michelson, Sacramento BEE

T

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It's
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-half. You have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

A breed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or ffie

© 1980 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.

opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Lynch has more than $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off.
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Lynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don t worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch

o understand the story of Ralph

(Frothy) Rabid, you must first try
and perceive the forces which
guided him. Ralph (Frothy) Rabid meant
no one any harm; let that be clear at the
start. His motives were pure, his heart as
big as a sunrise, hisgoal rife with nobility
and decency. All Ralph (Frothy) Rabid
wished to do, in his oh-so-bountiful way,
was care about his alma mater's football
team. As the little styrofoam marker says
over his little Astroturf grave in the tiny
cement block cemetery just outside of
Kinderhook, Michigan; RALPH (FROTHY)
RABID, 1932-1981, CARED. What fol
lows will tell you how much. .. .
continued

a FeeibaH fan

Turn In, America!

continued
In thelast exam in the last class on the
last day of his last year at Kinderhook
Consolidated H.S.,Ralph, in1950, passed
his government course by acknowl
edging that President Harry S Truman
did not use a period after his middle
initial. Ralph's grade of 76 on this exam
ranked him 38th inhis graduating class
of 77, putting himin the upper half and
eligible for acceptance to Wicket State
College. He was graduated from Wicket
in 1954,ranked 1,813th in a class of 3,627
and thus was eligible for acceptance as a
junior underwriter with the Benton Har
bor, Michigan branch of the Great Be
yond Life Insurance Company. As you
might have noticed, nothing ever came
particularly easy for Ralph Rabid.
Because his family was poor, he'd al
ways had to scrape forafter-school work
both in high school and college. He had
no time, ever, to play games or watch
them, or even to read about them in the
newspapers or hear of them on the tele
vision. Ralph, because he didn't know
what else to believe in, believed fiercely
in the work ethic.
By 1975, the year he was 43, Ralph Ra
bid had worked so hard and so long—as
long as 19 hours a day and 16 on Satur
days and Sundays—that he'd never had
any time to start a family or even get
married. By 1975, Ralph Rabid had sold
life insurance policies to 1,437,619 peo
ple in Michigan, 85 in Toledo, Ohio, and
12 in Windsor, Ontario, and had become
chairman of the board of the Great Be
yond Life Insurance Company. When his
secretary said to him one morning, "Mr.
Rabid, you are worth 16 million dollars
and should have a diversion," Ralph Ra
bid said,"You are right, Miss Leffingwell.
Suggest one." She said that everybody
seemed to enjoy football a lot.
Well, Ralph Rabid was too old to play.
And he didnot own a television set (he'd
never had time to watch T.V.). But he did
receive a monthly copy of his alumni
magazine, which carried a coupon for
purchasing season football tickets.
By the end of the 1975 season he had
seen every home game, not completely
certain what he had seen but enjoying
the identification of FAN. He had never
been identified as anything but INSUR
ANCE MOGUL, andbecause he had done
that work so obsessively, so successfully,
he determined to absorb himself with
equal passion in his new occupation.
It took him until the end of the 1978
season to read every book ever written
about football. It took him until the be
ginning of the 1979 season to memorize
every name, every statistic, every tidbit
of game lore connected with his alma
mater. He was now ready to become his
team's leading fan, the initialstep toward
becoming theleading fan inthe Big Elev
en, preparatory to becoming the leading

32t

fan among DivisionIschools, en route to
becoming the leading fan in the NCAA,
on the road to becoming the leading,
best-known fan anywhere in all of the
U.S.A.
During each home game the public
address announcer told everyone in the
stadium they were invited to a party im
mediately following the game in the sta
dium which Ralph Rabid had leased.
Ralph paid for everything. "You're some
fan," they would tell him."Not just some
fan," Ralph would say. "You're right," they
would chorus. "You're a super fan."
By the end of 1979, whenRalph Rabid
spent $1,674,893.12 on sandwiches and
beer, he was known throughout all of
Michigan as SUPERFAN.
He dressed in nothing but Wicket
State's colors—green and white. He
drove a green and white car into a green
and white garage adjacent to his green
and white home in the heart of a green
and white forest he had planted while
wearing green and white gloves.
He arranged, for the 1980 season, to
charter a fleet of green and white air
planes to fly him and 2,000 friendly fans
to the away games of his alma mater. To
the women he gave purses shaped like
footballs; to the men he gave wallets
made of pigskin. He hired bands to play
when the planes took off and bands to
play when the planes arrived. He dress
ed the bands in green and white togs,
gave them all instruments and often di
rected their music himself. They played
but one song—the team's Fight Song.
Throughout the nation stories were
being written about Ralph Rabid. He ap
peared on "Real People," "20/20," "Sixty
Minutes," "That's Incredible," "To Tell the
Truth" and 186 TV. magazine and talk
shows. He was offered an appearance on
a beer commercial and a dealership for
any Michigan-made car of his choice.
But Ralph Rabid told the world that col
lege fans, just like college athletes, must
remain Simon pure."I give; I don't take,"
Ralph said.
In the off-season he sat around all
hours of the night drinking creme de
menthe and cream and rehashing great
moments in Wicket football history."Re
member that one play in that great 1979
game?" he wouldsay. "I'll never forget it,"
he would answer. He reminisced
about
bowl games he'd never seen, about an
nouncers he'd never heard, about pregame barbecueshe'd never even scented.
He roamed the state passing out tele
vision sets to the indigent whocould not
afford to attend games in person, and
then he estahlished a closed-circuit ca
ble network so they could see these
games on the sets he'd given them. He
was named Alumniof the Year,Honorary
Cheerleader, TVvelfth Man on the Field
and Wicketeer II. A sandwich in the sta

dium concession stands was named af
ter him; The Rabid Dog. He had his pic
ture in the program, his own jersey and
helmet and a private box high above the
50-yard line. No one in the stadium sat
until Ralph Rabid sat. No one stood to
cheer until Ralph Rabid stood.
It was said,by the 1981season, that no
one was coming to the games anymore
to see the game. "Fans," editorialized a
small weekly newspaper on the Upper
Peninsula, "are not supposed to be fans
of a fan. When a fan becomes more im
portant than the event he or she is a fan
of, then what is there to be a fan about?"
Miss Leffingwell hid the editorial
when Ralph Rabid came tohis office that
morning for the annual board of direc
tors' meeting. Miss Leffingwell did not
mind that she was required to use green
ink in a white pen or sit behind a desk
under a goalpost and show a ticket stub
to the guard at the gate when she arrived
at Great Beyond each morning. But she
did mind that Ralph Rabid was so div
erted by his fandom that he was no
longer letting her run the company, as
any wise employer lets his secretary do.
"Mr. Rabid," she audibilized, "when
you were worth 16 million dollars in
1975,1 suggested you should have a di
version. Now, six years later, because of
bonuses and dividends you are worth 36
million dollars."
"You mean? . . ."
"That's right, sir. Your diversion has
been so successful that you are right
back where you started, only more so.
You are working longer days and longer
nights. And you have discovered the ba
sic truth, sir—thatyou can't win 'em all."
"And sometimes," he said, "I even play
"You must," she said, "find another
diversion."
The last words of Ralph(Frothy) Rabid,
as best as Miss Leffingwell can remem
ber were: "Is that all there is?" She also
remembered that his face turned green,
very green, and his hands white, very
white.
The pathologists were dumbfounded,
but not Miss Leffingwell.
The Saturday after he was gone she
used his ticket to the Wicket game, sat
alone in his box.
She looked down to see if the crowd
was looking up. And she observed that
all they were doing was watching the
game. She left at half time.
*•»

Perhaps...
After a summer of cross-country houseguests, you need a
special vacation... cross-town,
or
You've driven from Lubbock to Laredo; tonight the kids want
to stop somewhere "different."
or
You made thirty-seven business trips this year; every hotel
room looked the same.
. . . whatever.
Best Western knows what you're up against, America. And we're ready to
help you turn in. Witha variety of delightfully different motor inns, hotels and
resorts throughout the United States, Canada... and the world!
Each Best Western has its own character. Its ownspecial charm. They're all
pictured for you in full color in our Road Atlas & Travel Guide. Pick up your
free copy andmake advance reservationsat the Best Western nearest you.
Then, when you're traveling on business, planning a family vacation or just
looking for a friendly place to get away... you can turn in someplace
special, America. Turn in at a one-of-a-kind Best Western.
Make reservations at any Best Western; see your travel agent or con
sult your Yellow Pages for a listing of our 24-hour toll-free numbers.

Places to stay, people you'll like!

2,734 placesin 1,947cities worldwide
Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark,Finland, France,Great
Britain, Guadeloupe,Ireland, Liechtenstein,

Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto
Rico, Spain,Sweden, Switzerland,United
States, Virgin Islands, WestGermany

ATTACKING
THE ZONE!

Would a bunch of guys
really go at it this hard
just for a beer?

by Frank Boggs,
Colorado Springs SUN

• r\

n old, former college football

1 /A\ coach, was talking to a young,
mU \A present college football coach. His

I advice was brief.
"There are only two things in this
world you have to do to be a good foot
ball coach," hesaid. "Runoff-tackle effec
tively and understand pass defense. The
rest of it will take care of itself."
It is Part II that keeps most of us sitting
in the stands, rather than standing on
the sidelines.
Part of pass defense is called The

Well, consider...
A \they're playing for Michelob Ligl
a rich, smooth taste you can
A compare to any beer you like.

Michelob Light

Zone. It sounds easy. In theory, it is.The
field is divided into zones, and de
fenders keep passes from being com
pleted in those areas.
That's how it sounds.Doing it is some
thing else.
The number of its disguises is astro
nomical. Remember, the defensive brain
trust is doing all it can to befuddle the
quarterback who's planning to throwthe
football.
Basically, the zone defensedoes this:It
divides the area to be defended against

the pass into halves, or thirds, orfourths.
If the defense commits seven players
to defend against the run, that means
four players are standing back there to
defend against the pass. So, if there are
four, they each have one-quarter of the
area to patrol.
If the defense commits eight tothe run
you'll wind up with a three-deep zone—
so their part of the field becomes
chopped into thirds. And if the defense
has assigned nine to therun, two are left
to defend the pass; consequently, they
continued

Attacking Zone
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All right! Pontiac's new specially equipped J2000
High Mileage Coupe is here. And with its standard
four-cylinder engine and manual transmission, and
_
FPA wittlOLrtail conditioning
M M ^ ( iCCjl est and power steering, it
MPG offers you the kind of
economy that makes road work a sheer pleasure.
Use the estimated mpg for comparison. Your
mileage may differ depending on speed, distance,
weather. Actual highway mileage lower. This coupe
is not available in California, where the best J2000
highway estimate is43, and EPA estimated mpg is
Now the joy of our newJ2000 Coupe doesn't end .
with good mileage. Once you ease into the cockpit,
you'll know exactly what we mean. The standard
fully reclining front bucket seats, striking instrument
panel and floor-mounted 4-speed manual trans
mission with overdrive make it a driver's delight.
There's also standard side window defoggers, a
Delco-GM AM radio with integral digital clock (may

w
iur creaiTj
, 1V-I,„ 1V^.
awaiting your every command.
Suddenly, driving is fun again. Standard frontwheel drive, rack and pinion steering and a taut
suspension system help our J2000 Coupe uncurl
corners and smooth out rough spots.
Of course, we knew you'd want a car that looks a;
ood ris
onnn
gooa
as itfooic
it feels. So we gave j.u:
this sporty newJ20UU
a wedge-shaped design that not only helps make
aerodynamic, but stylish as well. It adds up to one
high mileage car you won't ever want to park.
ionnn u°me on'Treat Y°urself to the new Pontiac
j^uuu High Mileage Coupe. Or any of our other
exciting new J Generation models—2-door coupe,
ionnn Ch' 4~door sedan, and 4-door wagon.
D
+•
_, ^ neQt new way to hit the street. At your
Pontiac dealer now.
produced r5
for details

equipped wi<hGM-built
vanous

engines
divisions. See your dealer

NEW PONTIAC 12000

are dividing half the area.
Sounds simple, but a Big Eight Confer
ence coach put it all into perspective.
"If you think it's complicated to write
about," he said,"you oughta try to play it.
Or coach it."
As you sit in the stadium, you should
be able to spot the zone defense in pass
ing situations. Become a real expert and

Johnny Jones at the left side of the field,
Billy Bob Brown in the middle and
Sammy Smith on the right. Now then.
Close your eyes and picture a line be
tween Jones and Brown. Jones is re
sponsible for preventing a completion in
his zone—up to thatline—and Brown is
responsible for his area—up to that line.
That line is the seam and if the receiver

you can impress your stadium neighbors
by talking about "flooding the zone" or
"splitting the seams."
Sure, some of them will want to argue.
Some of them will tell you that the only
way you can flood a zone is to have the
skies open and four inches of rain fall
during the second half. And your very
own spouse might think "splitting the
seam" is something that happened
when his or her pants caught on the
splintery stadium seat.
To flood a zone, the offense attempts
to maneuver its receivers in such a way
that there will be more people in an area
trying to catch thefootball than there are
defenders to keep them from it.
In a zone defense, there are seams.
Unfortunately for those of us who only
sit and watch, these are not marked on
the field by men who paint or chalk the
fields. But, there are imaginary lines be
tween each zone being defended. Let's
suppose it is a three-deep zone, with

can wend his way onto that imaginary
line it means Jones and Brown are going
to have to travel farther to reach the in
tended receiver. The receiver, then, is
"splitting" the seam.
Keeping those seams to a bare min
imum is a high priority among coaches
who use the zone defense.
Exploiting them is an offensivecoordi
nator's dream.
"What you try to do is throw right on
the boundaries of the defender's re
sponsibilities. In other words,you throw
on the fringes of the zone," said one
coach.
"Whenever we know a team is going to
run a two-deep zone, we feel we have to
do something to attack the middle of
those two zones," he concluded.
The problem, of course, is in knowing
what's going to happen before it does.
Coaches get eye strain studying game
films, looking for tendencies. They then
try to plan an attack that will exploit de

fensive inclinations. The odds of suc
cessfully attacking the zone increase
tremendously when an experienced
quarterback, one who is able to read the
defenses, leads the charge.
Just as the offense studies defensive
tendencies, a defense must know, or try
to know, its opponent. This is another
reason for all the late-night studying
prior to each game.
"If you're playing an offensive team
that can't throw the ball with sophis
tication," says a Big Sky coach, "you are
much better off using a two-deep zone
because you then have nine men com
mitted to defending the run.
"Now, if the team you're playing can
only throw the football—and can't gen
erate much of a running offense—then
you're better off in a defensive concept
committing only three or four people to
the run and using seven in a zone
defense."
A coach may also decide to give up
certain zones, simply because he feels
the offense isn't good enough to take ad
vantage of them.
As you can see, chess was a game in
vented by football coaches.
College teams probably use the zone
defense 80-85 percent of the time. But
geographically, there don't appear to be
any trends in teams that do, or do not,
primarily use the zone.
All coaches agree—because it isfact—
that no defense can work to perfection if
the quarterback has timeenough to spot
his receivers.
"If a quarterback hasall day," says a Big
Eight coach, "he'sgoing to find areceiver
and complete the pass. I don't care what
kind of defense he's facing and I don't
care how well that defense is doing its
job."
Sometimes, after more than 59
minutes of battle, everything crimes
down to the desperation bomb.
In the closing seconds offenses often
will try a "numbers pass." Maybe that
number is the five-yard line, the 10, the
15. Maybe the goal. Whatever the num
ber, three receivers light out for it.They'll
all meet there and hope one of them
winds up with the football firmly
grasped.
Two will go up for the ball and one
hangs around for the rebound. The ball
is just lobbed into the area. There will be
at least two receivers there and one or
two defenders. Or it could be three of
each, or three and two. Whatever the
number involved, it's the play that tele
vision thinks is the most exciting play in
football.
"So do coaches, but we'll never admit
it," says one mentor. "I guess that's be
cause it's difficult to yell and act too ex
cited when a lump is stuck in your
throat."
37t
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MATCH THESE COLLEGE TEAMS
WITH THEIR NICKNAMES.
1. Texas Christian
University
2. Virginia Tech
3. Minnesota
4. Furman
5. Tulane
6. Akron
7. Southern Illinois
8. Idaho
9. Wake Forest
10. Marshall
11. Washington State
12. Oregon
13. California
14. TennesseeChattanooga
15. U.S. Air Force
Academy

(a) Minutemen
(b) Huskies
(c) Zips
(d) Eagles
(e) Rainbows
(f) Horned Frogs
(g) Demon Deacons
(h) Grizzlies
(i) Thundering Herd
(j) Aztecs
(k) Cardinals
(1) Gobblers
(m) Moccasins

(p) Golden Gophers
(q) Green Wave
(r) Salukis
(s) Catamounts
(t) Badgers
(u) Golden Bears
(v) Ducks
(w) Vandals
(x) Falcons
(y) Cougars

16. Montana
17. Wisconsin
18. San Diego State
19. Massachusetts
20. Western Carolina
21. Boston College
22. Hawaii
23. Stanford
24. North Texas State
25. Northern Illinois

w
(n) Mean Green
(o) Paladins

nHHPQ

QUIZ ANSWERS

suisbooojai (tu)

sjB3g U3P10Q (n)
sqonQ (A)

sstqsng (q)
uaajQ ueapM (u)
SIBUipjB3 (q)
SMoqqey (3)
S3i§eg (p)
siunouimeg (s)
U9UI3inUip\[ (B)
S031ZV (D
sjsSpug (i)
ssiizzuo (q)
suoDjeg (x)
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COLLEGE SPORT CAP.OFFER
Order your Sport Cap with choice of college emblem
from the listbelow.
• High-shaped smooth front with nylon mesh for
comfortable fit • Adjustable, allowing for proper
headsize • Perspiration-absorbent, colorfast

"V-8" Cocktail Vege
table Juice...a deli
cious, healthful way
to cap off your tail
gate party...or "V-8"
Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice with a special
spicy sizzle that puts
more spirit in the
spirits.

Sm,

PLEASE CHECK COLLEGE(S) DESIRED

Here's how to order your College
Sport Cap:
For each cap ordered send $3.25(check or money
order) and two labels from any size "V-8" Cocktail
Vegetable Juice or "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice (Wisconsin residents send $3.25 and label
facsimile only) along with your name, address and
zip code to:
V-8 COLLEGE CAP
P.O. Box 9720, Clinton, IA 52736

• Alabama
• Air Force
• Arizona
• Arizona State
• Arkansas
• Army
• Boston College
• B.Y.U.
• California
• Cincinnati
• Colorado State
• Delaware
• Duke
• Florida State
• Georgia
• Georgia Tech
• Harvard
• Idaho

• Idaho State
• Illinois
• Indiana
• Iowa
• Iowa State
• Kansas State
• Kentucky
• L.S.U.
• Maryland
• Memphis State
• Miami
• Michigan
• Michigan State
• Minnesota
• Mississippi State
• Missouri
• Navy
• Nebraska

• New Mexico State
• North Carolina
• Northwestern
• Notre Dame
• Ohio State
• Oklahoma
• Oregon
• Oregon State
• Penn
• Penn State
• Pittsburgh
• Princeton
• Purdue
• Rice
• Rutgers
• Slippery Rock
• Stanford
• Syracuse

•aw
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Game plan for a game room.

T
Charmglow
grills upa
great season
The Charmglow
Bantam Gas Grill
is perfect for

^ .

jfilSjj

m^Mw

anywhere as
easily asa picnic
basket. Great
\ for fishing and
camping, too.

"'A

It gives great outdoor flavor
to any food with the greatest
convenience. Instant starts. No
warm-up wait. No charcoal
mess. Plus, its large cooking
surface cooks up a tasty party
for a huddle of sports fans. And
to ensure a winning party,
there's a free Charmglow Tail
gate Recipe Booklet included
in each Bantam.
So, this season and every
season, gofor the taste of victory.
Go with the*\ name ingds grills.
Charmglow.

ailgate parties are one of the things
that make college football so much
fun. The game itself is important,
of course, but the pre-game picnic is
also something that fans look forward to.
And what would tailgate picnics be
without the tantalizing smells that arise
from all those barbeques! Many tailgaters are turning their pre-game gettogethers into real feasts by setting up
their gas- or charcoal-burning grills
and barbequing all sorts of meats and
vegetables.
A little creativity is all that's needed to
produce exciting tailgate meals on your
barbeque. Charmglow, the makers of the
Bantam portable gas barbeque grill, have
discovered lots of recipes that will make
you the most successful tailgating barbequer in the parking lot—or wherever
you're picnicking.

FLANKER BACK
1 flank steak for 4-6 people
Vi cup chopped onions (green, red, white
or combination)
1 xk tsp. dill weed, oregono or curry
powder
4 slices bacon
Hirn grill on medium. Place bacon
slices long way on steak. Sprinkle onions
and spices over bacon and steak. Roll
steak up longways as tightly as possible
and secure with toothpicks. Cut between
toothpicks into slices of desired width.
Cook 5-6 minutes a side to desired doneness. 4-6 servings.
FOWL PLAV
6 boneless chicken breasts, skinned
salt, pepper, garlic powder, oregano
3 small lemons cut in half
Hirn grill on high. Pat chicken breasts
dry with paper towels. Sprinkleboth sides
with spices. Sear chicken 30 seconds on
each side. 7Urn grill to low. Cook chicken
4 minutes on each side. When done,
squeeze juice of Vi lemon over each
breast. May place chicken between ham
burger buns or french rolls with sliced
tomatoes, lettuce andrelishes. 6 servings.
WELL-PLANTED KICK
1 large eggplant (sliced V2" thick)
1 cup olive oil
salt/pepper
TUrn grill on low. Dip eggplant in olive
oil and sprinkle salt and pepper on each
side. Grill slowly, turning frequently, from
4 to 5 minutes on each side. 6 servings.

"Clothing by Higgins
.. .it has to be good.."
For more informationcall
toU free 1-800-633-2422. in
Alabama call 1-800-762-2496
or write HigginsCompany.
Lineville, Alabama 36266

Don't just sit there. In a matter of a few
hours, you could turn your attic or spare room
into a beautiful new game room.
Try some real wood paneling. A few
shelves. Or maybe a whole new room.
Your Georgia-Pacific Registered Dealer has
everything you need to do the job yourself.
Plans and tools. Building materials. And even
a word or two of advice.

So put your game plan to work in your
game room. We'll help. Wherever you see
the familiar blue and white Georgia-Pacific
Registered Dealer sign in your community.
For everything you need to know
about paneling, send for our free
paneling kit. It's filled with paneling
ideas, installation details and
decorating tips. For your copy,
write: Georgia-Pacific, Department
TI-1081, 900 S.W. Fifth Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.

Yotc can do it. We'll help.

PENNZOIL. FOR CARS LIKE
JOHNNY'S. AND BETTY'S.
AND YOURS.

by Marino Purascen/.o, Pittsburgh
POST-GAZETTE

T
Johnny Rutherford and his
wife Betty.
Pennzoil users.
The three-time Indy 500
winner runs with Pennzoil
for top engine protection at
blazing speeds. (After all, that's
a $40,000 Cosworth engine
powering Jim Hall's Pennzoil
Chaparral.)

Betty uses Pennzoil too. But
she gets her engine protection
with Pennzoil's regular-priced
gas-saving multi-weight oil.
Pennzoil. For cars like
Johnny's. And Betty's. And
yours.
Ask for it. Gas-saving
Pennzoil. Quality in every extra
mile.

10W-30
AVES GAS&0
• OZ. (1 U.S. QUART)

1OW-40

he.coach: knows where to find that
ideal football recruit. The kid s in a
phone booth, stuffing himself into a
button-down shirt, trying to hide the big
It,,,
red *S" on his blue jersey.
Coaches are ready to hand over the
secret school cheer just to knowjwhere
that phone booth is, though". In the mean
time, they'll be content to settlefo^omething less than Superman—"something
less" being defined generally as the
youngster who is' big, strong, fast, quick,
agile, intelligent, and so finely coordi
nated he can brush his teeth on thread
run
A'
continued
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This concept of second best, upon ex
amination, is the ideal. Alas, for the
coaches he does not existeither, not with
all of those qualities wrapped into one
person It is this truth that makes the
recruiting of a foothall player partscience, part-art, part-prayer, and partcoin flip
We all go after the athlete. The great
athlete is not hard to find. Everybody
knows who he is." said one prominent
eastern coach It is the sleeper who
makes the difference
Given the press of time and recruiting
budgets, and more important the Na
tional Collegiate Athletic Association's
limit of 30 scholarships per season, a
coach must zero in quickly onprospects.
Each prospect must meet certain ratings
for the coach to spare the time and
trouble even to consider him Coaches,
like eligiblemales, are waryof blinddates.
A running back, for example, should
he over 5-0, weigh more than 180
pounds, and take less than 4.5 seconds
to run the 40-yard dash. Offensive line
men should be at least 6-2, 240 pounds,
and run the 40 in about five seconds.
Defensive tackles should be taller and
heavier, and can be only a bit slower. All
of this—rough guidelines— falls into the
art and science of recruiting.
Coaches will make exceptions, oi
course. That's where theprayer and coin
flip come in.
"It happens every year,' said a noted
Southwest Conference coach. We were
in one young man's home. He wasn t real
big or real strong, and he came from a
small high school, which means his
competition was suspect. When Ileft his
homeI thought, gee, he cannever plav for
us. But my predecessor had pretty much
committed the school to the kid, so Ifelt
we had to take him.
"So what happens? This will be his
third year as a starter
The coach also recalls the year his
quarterback corps went bankrupt.
"We had one chance," he said "The kid
was tall enough, about 6-feet-2. But he
was skinny, only about 150 pounds. And
he had no other scholarship offers,
which tells you what the others thought
"But his brotherhad been a great quar
terback, and I knew that his family was
late in maturing. So I thought, what the
44t

heck, let's take a chance."
The coach is still congratulating him
self.
The reverse happens with about the
same frequency. The case of the "can tmiss" player who misses is less
spectacular—because he's never heard
from -but equally surprising. A famed
midwestern coach is still shaking his
head over one player who was recruited
by a cast of hundreds.
' "Thekid was everythingwe wanted He
was big enough and fast enough, and his
statistics would simply overwhelm you,'
he said. "But when he came to us, no
thing happened. I don't think theres a
coach who hasn't experienced that.
" It puzzled me for some time. Then we
finally figured it out—I think.The kid had
had a great team around him in high
school, and they played in a very weak
league. His shortcomings never had a
chance to show."
Another time this coach found happi
ness gambling at the other extreme. The
prospect had enough qualities to tempt
him, but also enough deficiencies to
scare him away. He decided to have one
last look. The kid was playing basketball.
His team was getting whipped. But the
kid led a fourth-quarter rally with a spirit
and skill that nearly pulled the game out.
The coach was witnessingone of the "in
tangibles" that coaches speak of, and he
decided to take a chance. And he ended
up with an All-America receiver.
Size, speed, weight—all can be mea
sured. Agilitv can be seen. But there are
other attributes that have to he sensed.
Coaches call these "intangibles "They are
difficult to define, perhaps impossible to
"Coachable" is one of these. A South
eastern Conference coach gave his work
ing definition of"coachable"
"The kid has to have a degree ofintelli
gence and be willing to grow and extend
himself," he said. "I don't mean a niceynicev ves-man, but a responsive kid."
Another eastern coach speaks of "ath
letic presence."
"A kid may not be the fastest guy, may
not look as good," he said, "but there's a
find."
Said another coach from the South, A
kid who does what you tell him the first
time, who doesn't make the samemistake
over and over—he's coachable."
Maturity—or rather its onset—is
perhaps of greater concern in the Ivy
League than anywhere else, because
freshmen cannot compete there
"So," said oneIvy League coach, "we try
to find players whose best foothall is
ahead of them, starting with their
sophomore year."
Coaches, gambling with precious
scholarships, will look in every corner for

a hint that they're on the right track.
Sometimes even the family situation is
useful.
One thing that stood outin onehome I
visited," said a Pacific-10 coach, "is that
there was a pretty good family spirit.
There were a mother and father with
good eye contact. Whether that's related
to the "kind of kid we're seeking—well,
we'll find out."
Visiting a prospect in the comfort ofhis
home can also reveal another kind of val
uable information.
"Sometimes Ileave a home and I say, I
don't want that kid," the Southeastern
Conference coach confessed. "He has a
negative attitude.He might bea fine phys
ical specimen, all right, hut he might be a
big problem/too."
The southern coach fleshed out that
sentiment dramatically. "If the kid's a
heck of a player on Saturday, but doesn t
show up for practice, I don't want him,
he said.
That may sound suspiciously oldfashioned, something out of Depression
davs, but the Pacific-10 coach finds it upto-date.
"Yes, times change and this is a dif
ferent time," he said. "But a 17-vear-old
kid is still a 17-vear-old kid."
That's life in DivisionI football recruit
ing. Life isnot a great deal different on the
lower levels, though. It's just a matter of
degree. The players in Division II and Di
vision III are generally smaller, lighter,
and perhaps a step slower. But, as the Ivy
League coach puts it, "It's the size of a
kid's heart that's important."
At a Division III school in the East, one
with a towering academic reputation, the
coach, rather new on the job, has pro
duced a football reputation to match.
His recruiting approach is simple. He
wants as much size, speed, etc.,as he can
get, but he does not waste his time chas
ing obvious Division I-caliber prospects
He is also limited by his school's aca
demic standards, which haveleft him an
unusual mix—50 percent of his players
are engineering majors, 40 percent busi
ness majors, and the other 10 in such
studies as drama, design, and architec
ture. It is a comparatively rarekid he pur"And these, he said, "are my guide
lines: football intelligence, willingness to
work, ambition, dependability, and posi
tive mental attitude.
"These are my own ideas, but I never
pretended to be the first to have had
them. And a funnv thinghappened.Iwas
in our library one day and came across a
newspaper story about a coach who
spoke here once, and he listed those
things as his guidelines.
"That newspaper story was 51 years
old. And the coach whogave that speech
was Knute Rockne."
<••

BIC:10 BEARDS: O
Lyle Alzado. Giorgio
Chinaglia. Conrad Dobler. Fred
Dryer. L.C. Greenwood. Ed "Too
Tall" Jones. D.D. Lewis. Greg
Luzinski. Jack Reynolds. Otis
Sistrunk.
Ten of the roughest, toughest,

meanest beards Bic could
assemble.
And one Bic Shaver
shaved them all. For just
pennies a shave.
How many shaves can you
get from one Bic Shaver?

• In 1865, rival New Jersey schools, the
CoUege of New Jersey (later Prince
ton) and Rutgers, disputed the rights
to a Revolutionary War cannon; they
agreed to settle the dispute via a foot
baU game—thus, that cannon can be
considered footbaU's first trophy. The
two schools' footbaU match was held
on November 6, 1865. Some 25 stu
dents participated on each side, and
Rutgers prevaUed, 6-4. It is now generaUy agreed that this was the first
inlercoUegiate footbaU game,

Famous Firsts
In College Football

• Walter Camp, known as the "Father of
American Football," was responsible
for numerous firsts. Among them:
—He was Yale's first footbaU coach, in
1888, and later went West to be
come Stanford's first coach.
—While coaching at Yale, he used stUl
photos of his players as a means to
study and analyze their style of play;
he is beUeved to have been the first
coach to use photography as a
coaching aid.
—Camp wrote the first national mag
azine story on coUege footbaU, and
also wrote the first book pubUshed
on that subject.
—He collaborated with Caspar Whit
ney, editor of The Weeks Sport, in
selecting the first AU-America team,
in 1889.
Army and Navy's
footbaU teams first
met in a footbaU match
in 1890.

The members of the first All-America
team were:
E
Hector Cumnock, Harvard
T
Hector W. Cowan, Princeton
G
John Cranston, Harvard
C
William J. George, Princeton
G
Wm. W. Heffelfinger, Yale
T
Charles O. GUI, Yale
E
A. Alonzo Stagg, Yale
Q Edgar AUen Poe, Princeton
H
James T. Lee, Harvard
H
R. H. Channing, Jr., Princeton
F
Knowlton Ames, Princeton
. John Heisman may have been the
first coUege footbaU coach to be paid
a salary, when he went to Clemson in
1900. Prior to that, coaching was a
volunteer position.

The first Rose Bowl Game was played The first HeismanTrophy winner was
on January 1, 1902, between Michi Chicago's Jay Berwanger, in 1935.
gan and Stanford; Michigan won, , Doc Blanchard of Army was the first
49-0.
player to win the Heisman as a junior,
, Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg was the in 1945.
first to number players' uniforms The first time that footbaU uniforms
and the first to award letters to his were worn by a college team was in
players.
an 1875 Yale-Harvard game.
. In 1915 it was decided that numbering • Helmets were worn for the first time
players' uniforms should be manda in 1896; before that, players simply
tory for all coUege teams.
wore headbands to keep their hair
. The first Homecoming game was out of their eyes.
played in 1910, with Illinois hosting « Dr. William Conant was the first team
Chicago.
doctor, for Harvard in 1890.
. In his first year as head coach at » The first coUege team to use the twoMichigan, in 1948, Bennie Oosterbaan platoon system was Michigan, in 1945
won the national championship.
under Fritz Crisler.

. The first modern national champion • Fordham University and Waynesburg • A scoring point system was first es
CoUege played in the first televised tablished in 1883.
in coUege footbaU is considered to be
the Yale team of 190O, coached by Mal footbaU game, on October 5, 1940.
• The first (Jutland Trophy winner was
colm McBride; Yale had a 12-0-0
Notre Dame's George Connor,in 1946.
record that year.

They're replays ofthe best in coUege footbaU, NCAA halftimeon ABC-TV. Andthey're brought to
you onbehalf of yourlocal independent insuranceagents. Thevery independent men and women
who don'twork for Fireman'sFund -or anyother insurance company - but calltheir ownsignals
to giveyou the very bestinsurance atthe verybest price. If it happens to beours, thats even better

Fireman's Fhnd InsuranceCompanies. Home Office: San Ftancisco..

Panasonic has a clock radio
made just for your nightmare

The "I need to know the weather and
every station's playing music" nightmare.

The "my kid
fooled with the alarm" nightmare.

The "two different wake-up times,
one alarm clock" nightmare!

The "there's a power failure and my
clock doesn't know what time it is" nightmare.

*|H|

The last thing you should lose sleep over is your clock
radio. That's why when the time comes, make sure you
buy a Panasonic. We have AM/FM clock radios to solve
every problem a clock radio could give you.
Our clock radios do just about everything but tuck
you in. Many are equipped with Sure Time-Panasonic's
battery backup system* that keeps time internally even if
there's a power failure. Most models have childproof
controls to make sure you wake up when you planned.
And a fluorescent digital display. There's a model with
two alarm settings for couples who get up at different
times. Another gives you24 hours of continuous weather.1

All models have a doze alarm. A sleep timer to
smooth your way into slumber. Great sound, of course.
And every Panasonic clock radio has something you
won't get from anybody else—a two-year warranty, ti We
want you to rest easy, even when you're not sleeping!
You see, what time you go to sleep is your business.
But what time you get up—that's ours.
ff

Battery not included.1 Not all areas broadcast weather intormation.
Limited 2-year warranty on parts and labor with carry-in service
and proof of purchase. See warranty card fordetails.

Panasonic,

just slightly ahead of our time.

HOW
THE OFFICIALS
PREPARE
atching two college football
teams going through their pregame calisthenics on the field,
most fans are aware of the spartan train
ing habits the young warriors have un
dergone to prepare themselves for the
upcoming combat.
Here are two teams with a combined
total of more than 100 people, all of
whom have been drilled many hours for
this moment. Their coaches have honed
their abilities into razor-sharp readiness.
At kickoff time, 11 players on one end of
the field will race toward 11on the other
end. The orderly chaos will begin.

But what of the men who make order
from this chaos? Has one fan in the sta
dium thought about the six men on the
field in the zebra-like shirts; how they,
too, must prepare for this moment?
Fans might be surprised at how dili
gently these men work and train, both
physically and mentally, in an effort to
attain near-perfection in plying their
trade.
For most officials, conditioning is a
year-round process. Some stay in shape
by running, jogging, playing tennis, golf
ing and swimming. Some walk a lot.
Many work out in health spas, lifting

weights.
"The games are physically and men
tally exhausting," admits one official. "If
I weren't in top shape, I couldn't make it
through the fourth quarter."
In the spring, most conference offices
send rules changes to allofficials so they
can review them during spring training.
Later, in the summer (the timing may
vary from conference to conference), the
conference offices mail new rulesbooks,
incorporating all the changes that have
been made. At the same time, the offi
cials take written examinations (approxcontinued

Stress can rob you of vitamins
Ulhat is stress?

Severe injury or infection, physical
overwork, too many martini lunches,
fad dieting—any condition that places
an unusual demand upon your body
constitutes stress and may cause B and
C vitamin depletion, if the diet is
inadequate.

Vitamins the body can't store.

Your body absorbs two kinds of
vitamins from the food you eat: fatsoluble and water-soluble. Substantial
reserves of the fat-soluble vitamins are
accumulated in body tissues. But this is
not true of most of the water-soluble
vitamins, B-complex and C. They
should be replaced every day.
When your vitamin needsare in
creased bystress, your body may use up
more B and C vitamins than your usual
diet can provide. When that stress is pro
longed, a vitamin deficiencycan develop.

STRESSTRBS 600 Hiah Potency Stress
Formula Vitamins can help.

STRESSTABS® 600 has a single
purpose: to help you avoid a B-complex
and C vitamin deficiency. With 600 mg
of vitamin C, and B-complex vitamins,
high potency STRESSTABS® 600can
help restore your daily supply of

these important vitamins.
STRESSTABS® 600 also contains the
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance of
vitamin E.

R stress formula to meet a woman's
need for iron.

STRESSTABS® 600 with Iron
combines the basic STRESSTABS
formula with 150% of the Recommended.
Daily Allowance of iron, plus folic acid
and more B6, to help satisfy the special
nutritional needs of many young
women.

STRESSTRBS 600 with Zinc.

Because zinc requirements have
also been found to increase during
various forms of stress, it has recently
been concluded that there are times
when your body may need more zinc.

STRESSTRBS by bederle.The Stress
Formula Vitamins preferred by physicians.

Doctors hccve relied upon the quality
of Lederle medicines, vaccines and
research for over 70 years.
Today that same quality goes into
STRESSTABS? recommended by doctors
more often thanany other stress formulas.
Look for the Lederle mark on every
STRESSTABS® package. If it doesn't say
Lederle, it's not STRESSTABS.®

Officials
continued
imately 100 true-false questions), which
they must answer and return to the con
ference offices.
Once the season begins, an official's
job intensifies. Meanwhile, the condi
tioning continues, especially during the
week before an official must hop on a
plane for his assignment.
The six-man crew (referee, head lines
man, umpire, field judge, line judge and
back judge) usually meets on a Friday
evening for dinner. They talk football,
discuss rules, review what someone
heard or saw in a game the week before.
It's a general session, but it's mental
preparation, too.
"We'll usually relax and go to bed early
if it's an afternoon game on Saturday. If
it's a night game, we'll all watch the tele
vised game. Each of us watches his own
position and reviews what's going on. It
helps prepare us forour own game com
ing up," says one referee.
Officials meet at the stadium prior to a
game about four hours before kickoff.
Once again they go over the rules and
each man's responsibilities.
"Everyone knows where to be, but this
keeps it fresh in our minds," says one
official. "It adds to the team effort. We go
over all the new rules changes, particu
larly early in the season.We discuss new
bulletins sent out by the conference of
fice. For instance, looking at a game film
the week before they may have noticed
the head linesman leaving the line of
scrimmage too fast, that there was move
ment and no one was in position to see
"A cardinal sin in officiating is being
out of position and missing a call. That
and the inability to detect a foul. That's
really bad and that's why it's so im
portant to review areas of responsibility."
About an hour before gametime, the
referee and umpire go to each coach's
dressing room. Theyremind the coaches
of technical things—that players must
have their mouthpieces in and headgear
snapped, that the captain is the only
player who can call a timeout.
"We also inspect injured players in
their dressing rooms with the trainers,"
says one referee. "We do not discuss the
other team's problems.
"VMs also ask about any unusual plays
so we can be ready for them. Some
coaches will tell us about using un
balanced lines on certain plays, quick
pitches on certain occasions, running
post patterns on kickoffs, punt returns
with exhanges and the like. We remind
them of what's necessary on these occa
sions."
Officials have run into problems by us
ing a "quick" whistle. In an attempt to
prevent an injury, officials have missed
proper calls because of blowing the
whistle too quickly.

"We stress that," says one official. "We
are not to blow our whistles until we
actually see the ball loose and then re
covered, for instance, on a fumble.
"In the past few years, there has been
a tendency to confer with other officials
on difficult plays. One official may see a
'trapped' pass catch that isblocked from

meet with officials either immediately
after a game or the morning after to re
view the game films.
"This is npt to show up an official,"
says one retired referee, "but to show
how each man can improve while the
game is still fresh in everyone's mind.
This has been a very effective learning

Prior to the game, officials review their areas of responsibility to make sure they are in the
right place at the right time.
view by another official. It helps elimi
nate the doubt element in the fans'
minds. But there have been some callsor
non-calls that would have been better off
if one official had immediately called
them."
Because of television, today's football
fans are more sophisticated and knowl
edgeable, so an official can't afford to be
caught out of position.
During every game, a conference ob
server is on hand to grade each game
official. Any game official getting a low
grade by the observer is called for a con
ference with the league commissioner.
Any time a coach questions an officialor
the behavior of an official, the commis
sioner also meets with the official for
discussions.
In recent years, some conferences

tool."
Most officials have intense pride in
their work and, confides one, "It is a la
bor of love. That's why most of us wel
come any way we can improve.
"Many times the criticism is leveled at
officials that Well, this is just a weekend
job for you, it's not your livelihood.' But I
have to say in allhonesty that we are just
as dedicated as every team that walks
out onto the field. Toward that end we
prepare as thoroughly and profession
ally as we can."
So, today when you look down on the
field and see the teams preparingfor the
game, take a minute to reflect on the
men in striped shirts, their thoughts,
their preparations and their responsibil
ities and how difficult their jobs are.
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magine, if you will, a Hall of Fame de
void of musty little rooms where
memories hang heavily along drably
painted walls and trophies lose their
glitter in dim-lit shadow boxes.
Visualize, instead, a football Hall of
Fame which honors its great players,
coaches and personalities in blight at
titudes of achievement. Picture tele
screens bringing men and matter to life,
where the late Knute Rockne "talks' of
legends and "Red" Grange gallops again
See yourself matching wits with history's
most successful coaches or testing your
knowledge of the game in a computer
quiz.
These experiences are reality at the
National Football Foundation's College
Football Hall of Fame at Kings Island, the
1600-acre family entertainment center,
situated along Interstate-71 northof Cin
cinnati. The facility promises more than
a past-tense presentation of gridiron
glory. To the contrary, you will discover
football excitement in a modern mood,
blending multimedia concepts in a
unique, fun-filled learning process.
Aligned with the National Football
Foundations' dedication to educate and
inspire Americans through the prin
ciples of football, the building, dedicated
on August 3, 1978, has been hailed as the
Hall of Fame of the future.
Jaques Cattell Press, in its recently
released The Big Book Qf Halls Of Fame,
foresees the visitor getting "to know the
game of college football intimately
within 2-3 hours" or attaining "in 10
minutes a first-name kind of friendship
with a famous college football star of
the past

Indeed, this personalized approach is
an integral part of the Hall. Exhibits bring
the total college football experience to
life via action-oriented attractions
which invite your participation. Within a
of Georgiancampus-like framework
Colonial architecture, the building
houses a wonderland of fact andfun cer
tain to appeal to each member of the
family--male and female,young and old.
For example, a touch of the telescreen
keyboard conjures up the legends of Jim
Thorpe, Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski
"Whizzer" White, Pop Warner or any of
the 453 players and coaches enshrined
in the Hall The computer gives you
ready access to information on the Hall
of Famers, according to name, school,
state or season
You may want to meander through the
"Time Tunnel," which traces the history
of football from its earliest beginning as a
Greek game called Harpaslon, played in
478 B.C , to its modern version. Walk
along the cobblestonesof Merry Old Eng
land and learn how Kmg Henry II out
lawed the sport when his archers spent
more time kicking a ball than drawing
their bows. Leave the ancient days of
footballs development, passing through
a Civil War tent and into the blossoming
evolution of the game as a uniquely
American sport.
Four theatres provide cinematic in
sight into great teams and individuals,
classic contests, bowl highlights and ribtickling football follies. Wide-eyed
youngsters can enjoy Hanna-Barbera's
Fred Flintstone in an "explanation" oi
football rules. A 250-seat Grandstand
Theatre records the game's Golden and

Modern eras in film and slides.
And, yes you willwitness Notre Dame's
legendary Knute Rockne—in a speciallyproduced animated form—deliver his
famous pep talks in the "Lockei Room,"
sponsored by Cheviolet. The rein
carnated Rockne urges you to "Win One
For The Gipper" or "Fight, Fight, Fight,"
recalling some of the most inspirational
moments in football. That's not all!Many
other coaches are featured in Locker
Room screenings.
The computerized "Strategy Room" is
set to offer exciting games to test youi
skill and judgment in situations familiar
to the nation's coaches.Tackle a comput
er quiz and "make the team," moving
from Recruit to Coach, all based upon
your knowledge ot football and its
history.
Or, for some real fun, step up to the tee
and kick a "game-winning" field goal. Be
careful, though! There are cheers if you
make it, boos if you miss.
The new Hall of Fame offers college
football's coloi, excitement and pageant
ry as an extension of the already popular
family entertainment theme of Kings is
land. Taft Broadcasting Company, owner
of Kings Island, is managing the Hall of
Fame under the direction of the National
Football Foundation.
The traveling gourmet can enjoy the
Island's international Restaurant; the
golfer, a tour of the Jack Nicklaus Golf
Center, site of the 1978 Ladies Profes
sional Golf Association Championship.
Overnight guests can relax amid the
Swiss chalet charm of the 300-room
Kings Island Inn or use the Kings Island
Campground
'•=
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FOOTBALL FACTS

Y

ou may be your team's No. 1 fan, but how knowl
edgeable are you when it comes to the rules and
regulations of college football? Below area tew
of the rules set forth by the NCAA, for your edification.
• The football used in college football must meet strict specifica
tions, among them:
.
- Cover consisting of four panels of pebble-grained leather
without corrugations other than seams
- Natural tan color
-Inflated to the pressure of 12^-1314 pounds
- Weight 14 to 15 ounces
• Illegal equipment is equipment worn by a player which, in the
umpire's opinion, would confuse the player's opponents or en
danger other players. Such equipment includes artificial limbs.
• As opposed to current practices in pro ball, college players
may not wear any slippery substance, such as grease, on their
skin or clothing.
• Every player must wear a number at least 8-10 inches in height
on the front and back of his jersey, and if his jersey is torn so
that the number isn't visible, he must either leave the game for
one down or be charged with a team timeout to repair or re
place the jersey.
• No incoming substitute or replaced player may be on the field
while the ball is in play, and substitutes who become players
must remain in the game for one play.
• A team may play legally with fewer than 11 players if the fol
lowing requirements are met:
— At least five men are within five yards of the restraining line
when receiving a free kick.
-At the snap, there are at least seven men on the offensive
scrimmage line.
• If live-ball fouls by both teams are reported to the referee, the
penalties cancel each other and the down is replayed.
• The referee has general oversight and control of the
game, while the umpire has primary jurisdiction over
W
the equipment and conduct of the players.
JKr y

The movie buff's guide to
flicking your Bic.

Get a
taste of
Shakey's
pizza. . .
it's the
world's
greatest!

^ "II free pitcher
Drink
1§1§Ss^> °'
with any

Large plzzaExpires December 31, 1981

n
If

any Large Pizza

•150 OFF

any Medium Pizza

r

Coupons valid at these Shakey's:

50* OFF
any Small Pizza
Expires December 31, 1981

MEMPHIS STATE
ALL-AMERICANS
Of all the outstanding athletes to
play football at Memphis State, 13
have proven themselves worthy of
All-America status.
JAMES EARL WRIGHT (quarterback)
CHUCK BROOKS (tight end)
DAVE CASINELLI (fullback)
DAVID BERRONG (defensive back)
MIKE STARK (offensive tackle)
JERRY DANDRIDGE (linebacker)
HARRY SCHUH (offensive tackle)
BOB RUSH (center)
ERIC HARRIS (defensive back)
LLOYD PATTERSON (quarterback)
KEITH SIMPSON (defensive back)
ERNEST GRAY (wide receiver)
BOB ORIANS (defensive back)
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J. T. HILL TILE CO.
1536 NATIONAL
MEMPHIS, TENN.
PHONE 323-6552
Compliments of

FREEMAN
TRUCK LINES
4570 Getwell Rd. — Memphis

Compliments of

Right now you are wishing you didn't
eat so many hot dogs and drink that last
can of beer. But you're home
And right there,
between the cotton balls m
and the bandages, you
find your Alka-Seltzer.®
m
As you listen to the
familiar fizz of those

relief-laden tablets, you smile through
gj/i your discomfort.
You know that for upset
stomach with headache,
nothing works better,
nothing is more soothing
ul&Wm.
than Alka-Seltzer.
00^^
No wonder it's
America's Home Remedy.

ALKA-SELTZER. AMERICA'SHOME REMEDY

I'LL MAKE THAT
TOUCHDOWN AND RUSH TO
CASUAL CORNER. THE GIRL THEY
LOOK AT TWICE GETS IT TOGETHER

ATcaJSual cor er
n

Casual Corner supports Coach Patterson,
Coach Dockery, and the new Memphis State Football Team!

A FRIEND

MW

DELTA ELECTRIC SUPPLY, INC.
611 SCOTT ST.
Ft
MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE 38112
TELEPHONE 901-452-6504

Tiger Book Store, Inc.
Tertbooke
• School Suppllee
• Art A Engineering
Metering
3533 WALKER AVE.
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MSI) ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS
Courtesy Pontiac
IS CLOSE TO YOU

Servicing & Selling

1967—BILLY MURPHY
1968—BILLY MURPHY
1969—BILLY MURPHY
1970—BILLY MURPHY
1971—BILLY MURPHY
1972—FRED PAN COAST
1973—FRED PANCOAST

6-3-0
6-4-0
8-2-0
6-4-0
5-6-0
5-5-1
8-3-0

1974—FRED PANCOAST
1975—RICHARD WILLIAMSON
1976—RICHARD WILLIAMSON
1977—RICHARD WILLIAMSON
1978—RISHARD WILLIAMSON
1979—RICHARD WILLIAMSON
1980—RICHARD WILLIAMSON

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

7-4-0
7-4-0
7-4-0
6-5-0
4-7-0
5-6-0
2-9-0

Tear'emUp, Tigers!
then
Head for

Instead!
FABRICATORS AND ERECTORS

Pontiac
&
Mazda

Material Handling Equipment
Collectors • Storage Racks
Conveyors • Elevators
Hoppers • Tanks
Structural Steel

Johnny Dobbs

(901) 948-2678

Courtesy Pontiac
2621 Mendenhall

1912—CLYDE WILSON
1-0-1
1913—CLYDE WILSON
1-3-0
1914—CLYDE WILSON
3-5-0
1915—CYLDE WILSON
4-3-0
1916—BILL SHEA
1-3-1
1917—VIC CAMPBELL
3-2-0
1918—JOHN CHILDERSON
1-4-0
1919—VIC CAMPBELL
3-4-0
1920—ELMORE GEORGE
0-5-0
1921—ROLLIN WILSON
4-5-1
1922—LESTER BARNARD
5-2-2
1923—LESTER BARNARD
6-3-0
1924—ZACH CURLIN
1-7-1
1925—ZACH CURLIN
0-7-1
1926—ZACH CURLIN'
1-8-0
1927—ZACH CURLIN
6-2-1
1928—ZACH CURLIN
3-3-2
1929—ZACH CURLIN
8-0-2
1930—ZACH CURLIN
6-3-1
1931—ZACH CURLIN
1-6-2
1932—ZACH CURLIN
4-5-0
1933—ZACH CURLIN
7-1-1
1934—ZACH CURLIN
3-3-2
1935—ZACH CURLIN
1-6-1
1936—ZACH CURLIN
0-9-0
1937—ALLYN McKEEN
2-7-0
1938—ALLYN McKEEN
10-0-0
1939—C. C. HUMPHREYS
3-7-0
1940—C. C. HUMPHREYS
5-5-0
1941—C. C. HUMPHREYS
6-3-0
1942—CHARLIE JAMERSON
2-6-0
1943—46—NO TEAMS (WAR YEARS)
1947—RALPH HATLEY
6-2-1
1948—RALPH HATLEY
6-5-0
1949—RALPH HATLEY
9-1-0
1950—RALPH HATLEY
9-2-0
1951—RALPH HATLEY
5-3-0
1952—RALPH HATLEY
2-7-0
1953—RALPH HATLEY
6-4-0
1954—RALPH HATLEY
3-4-3
1955—RALPH HATLEY
2-7-0
1956—RALPH HATLEY
5-4-1
1957—RALPH HATLEY
6-4-0
1958—BILLY MURPHY
4-5-0
1959—BILLY MURPHY
6-4-0
1960—BILLY MURPHY
8-2-0
1961—BILLY MURPHY
8-2-0
1962—BILLY MURPHY
8-1-0
1963—BILLY MURPHY
9-0-1
1964—BILLY MURPHY
5-4-0
1965—BILLY MURPHY
5-5-0
1966—BILLY MURPHY
7-2-0

IF NO ANSWER DIAL

Phone 365-2121

"Unless our emblem is on your car you probably paid too much.'

357-7277

"Over a Quarter of a Century Experience"

RalphL.JacksonInc
• P. 0. Box 9008, Memphis, Tennessee 38109
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GO TIGERS
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Your Key To Value
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Frayser (Northgate Shopping Ctr.)
Frayser-2180 Frayser Blvd.
Southaven—1-55 & Stateline Rd.
West Memphis-606 Broadway
Whitehaven Plaza
4321 Summer Ave.

• 2833 Lamar Ave.
• Qunlce at Perkins
• Bartlett 6064 Stage Rd.
• Super Store-4280 Getwell Rd.
• Collierville-On Hwy 72
And Throughout the South

We Help You Stay Ahead

National Bank
of
Commerce
Memphis,Tennessee / Member FDIC

Modern
Day
Records
INDIVIDUAL GAME RECORDS
OFFENSE
RUSHING
MOST RUSHES-37
James King vs Wichita State
1977
TOP FIVE GAME RUSHES
James King vs Wichita State (37) .... 1977
Dave Casinelli vs Sou. Carolina (33) .. 1963
Dave Casinelli vs Houston (32)
1963
Richard Locke vs NTSU (32)
1979
Paul Gowen vs Utah State (29)
1971
MOST NET YARDS — 260
Paul Gowen vs Tulsa
1969
TOP FIVE GAME RUSHERS
Paul Gowen vs Tulsa (260)
1969
Dave Casinelli vs Houston (210)
1963
Richard Williams vs Ga. Tech (189)... 1980
Eddie Hill vs Cincinnati (188)
1978
Terdell Middleton vs Tulane (172).... 1976
LONGEST RUN - 92 yards
Sonny Parsons vs The Citadel (TD) .. 1965
Herb Covington vs Cincinnati (TD). .. 1966
PASSING
MOST ATTEMPTS - 40
Billy Fletcher vs Wake Forest
1965
TOP FIVE MOST ATTEMPTS
Billy Fletcher vs Wake Forest (40).... 1965
Danny Pierce vs Ole Miss (36)
1969
Billy Fletcher vs Tulsa (32)
1965
Billy Fletcher vs Miss. State (30)
1965
Billy Fletcher vs Quantico (30)
1965
MOST COMPLETIONS — 20
Joe Bruner vs Kansas State
1973
TOP FIVE MOST COMPLETIONS
Joe Bruner vs Kansas State (20)
1973
Billy Fletcher vs Tulsa (18)
1965
Billy Fletcher vs McNeese State (16) .. 1964
Danny Pierce vs Ole Miss (16)
1969
David Fowler vs Cincinnati (15)
1973
MOST TD PASSES —4
James Earl Wright vs Tulsa
1961
LONGEST PASS PLAY — 94 yards
Lloyd Patterson to Ernest Gray vs
Houston (TD)
1978
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED - 5
Darrell Martin vs Vanderbilt
1980
TOTAL OFFENSE
MOST PLAYS (Rushing and Passing) — 54
Billy Fletcher vs Wake Forest
1965
TOP FIVE MOST PLAYS
Billy Fletcher vs Wake Forest (54)....
Danny Pierce vs Ole Miss (47)
David Fowler vs Houston (47)
Joe Bruner vs Kansas State (45)
Billy Fletcher vs Tulsa (44)

1965
1969
1974
1973
1965
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Modern Day Records

Modern Day Records

TEAM RECORDS - GAME
OFFENSE

INDIVIDUAL GAME RECORDS
OFFENSE
PASS RECEIVING
MOST RECEPTIONS-10
Bob Sherlag vs Miss State
TOP FIVE MOST PASS RECEPTIONS
Bob Sherlag vs Miss. State (10)
Richard Eldred vs Louisville (9)
James Thompson vs Kansas St (9) . ..
Ernest Gray vs NTSU (8)
Bob Sherlag vs McNeese State (7)
MOST YARDS RECEIVING - 186
Bob Sherlag vs Miss. State
TOP FIVE MOST YARDS RECEIVING
Bob Sherlag vs Miss. State (186)
Preston Riley vs Louisville (159)
Bob Sherlag vs Wake Forest (130)
Frank Blackwell vs Ole Miss. (130)

CZZCZD

MOST TD PASSES - 3
Stan Davis vs Ole Miss
Bob Sherlag vs Miss. State . .
Don Coffey vs Tulsa
SCORING
MOST POINTS - 18
Paul Gowen vs Cincinnati....
Stan Davis vs Ole Miss
Jay McCoy vs Wichita State
Danny Pierce vs Sou. Miss
Bob Sherlag vs Mississippi State. .
Dave Casinelli vs Citadel, Arlington
Dave Casinelli vs Citadel
Don Coffey vs Tulsa

Power Equipment
Company

MEMPHIS AND LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
BOILERS, STEAM AND AIR EQUIPMENT
FOR INDUSTRY AND UTILITIES

For Fine Foods

WIIMOTH? urcmiA
3110 South Parkins

Parkway Village

MEMPHIS. TN

MOST CONVERSIONS — 9
Pete Weeks vs Louisville
MOST FIELD GOALS MADE - 4
Rusty Bennett vs Utah State
LONGEST FIELD GOAL MADE — 50
Billy Fletcher vs West Texas State. .. .
Rusty Bennett vs Utah State

. 1971
. 1965
. 1961

1971
1971
1970
1968
1965
1962

1969
1977
1964
1977

PUNTING
MOST PUNTS-13
Hugh Owens vs Texas A & M

1979

HIGHEST AVG (Mln 5) - 48.8
Olie Cordill vs West Texas St

1963

LONGEST PUNT — 71 yards

PHONE 794-2193

DOBBS FLEET LEASING, INC.
IJ an

2735—1 So. Mendenhall Road
Tennessee 38118

U&P IMjWWJMemphis,

Compliments Of

SOUTHERN MARKET

3507 Southern

323-2674

Choice Meats

REBELS, CARDINALS,
GOLDEN EAGLES,
VOLUNTEERS, THE
GREEN WAVE AND OF
COURSE, TIGERS.
After every home game this season, The Loft willbe
serving some very special visitors. And it's no
wonder. The Loft's reputation for fine food and
drink has spread throughout the South. So whether
you won or lost, after the game the party is at
^he Loft. Take Airways Road south to
Qy
1-240 east. Exit Mt. Moriah then
5 -o *°-=^=>
one block on left. We'll be
-T?
- *
.
— o
expecting you!

Ruihlng
Most Rushes—81 vs. N. Texas St., 1971.
Fewest Rushes—25 vs. Mississippi, 1964.
Most Net Yards—407 vs. Tulsa, 1969.
Fewest Net Yds.—Minus 5 vs. Mississippi,
1964.
Passing
Most Attempts—46 vs. Mississippi, 1969.
Fewest Attempts—4 vs. Florida St., 1967.
Most Passes Completed—21 vs. Mississippi,
1969; vs. USL; 1973.
Fewest Passes Completed—1 vs. Southern
Mississippi, 1966, 1962; vs. Mississippi
State, 1963.
Most Passes Had Intercepted—5 vs. Vanderbilt, 1979 & 1980.
Most Yards Gained—331vs. Mississippi, 1965.
Most TD by Passing—5 vs. Louisville, 1969.
Total Offense
Most Total Offense Plays-91 vs. USL, 1973.
Fewest Total Offense Plays—30 vs. Missis
sippi, 1964.
Most Total OffenseYards—659 vs. Louisville,
1969.
Fewest Total Offense Yards—47 vs. Missis
sippi, 1964.
Punting
Most Punts—13 vs. Texas A & M, 1979.
Most Yards Punted—492 vs. Texas A & M,
1979.

Fewest Punts—0 vs. Chattanooga, 1961.
Highest Avg. PerPunt (Min. 5)—48.8vs. West
Texas State, 1963.
Punt Return*
Most Returns—8 vs. Quantico Marines, 1966.
Most Yards Returned—133 vs. Tulsa and
Wichita State, 1968.
Klckoft Return*
Most Returns—8 vs. Tennesssee, 1969;
Mississippi, 1971.
Most Yards Returned—174 vs. Tennessee,
1969.
Flrat Downs
By Rushing—26 vs. Tulsa, 1972.
By Passing—17 vs. Mississippi, 1969.
By Penalty—4 vs. Louisville, 1968; vs. West
Texas State. 1965.
Most Total—37 vs. Louisville, 1969.
Fewest Total—2 vs. Mississippi, 1964.
Penalties
Most Penalties—12 vs. The Citadel, 1962; vs.
Tulsa, 1961.
Most Yards Penalized—140 vs. WichitaState,
1968.
Fumble*
Most Fumbles Lost—7 vs. Mississippi, 1971;
Mississippi State, 1976

A whisper of silk,
k/
a rustle of tweed,
the smooth touch of leather,
the crispness of cotton are all
a part of the excitement of
James Davis for women
in Park Place Center.

Scoring
Most Points—70 vs. Tampa, 1949.
Most TDs—10 vs. Tampa, 1949; Louisville,
Most PAT—10 vs. Tampa, 1949.
Most Field Goals—4 vs. North Texas State,
1977.
Safeties—1 vs. several.

DEFENSE (Team-Game)
Rushing
Fewest Rushes—15 by North Texas State,
1965.
Most Rushes—80 by Houston, 1968.
Fewest Net Yards—0 by UT-Arlington, 1962.
Most Net Yards—523 by Texas A & M, 1978.
Pass Defense
Fewest Passes Attempted—5 by North Texas
State, 1962 and 1963.
Most Passes Attempted—65 by Tulsa, 1965.
Fewest Passes Completed—0 by Tenn. Tech.
1958.
Most Passes Completed—39 by Tulsa, 1965.
Fewest Yards Gained—0 by Tennessee Tech,
1958.
Most Yards Gained—508 by Florida State,
1969.
Interceptions
Most Interceptions—6 vs. NorthTexas State,
1968.
Most Yards Returned—126 vs. West Texas
State, 1966.
Total Defense
Fewest Plays—34 by Tennessee Tech, 1962.
Most Plays—99 by Tulsa, 1968.
Fewest Yards—87 by Tennessee Tech and
UT-Arlington, 1962.
Most Yards—626 by Florida State, 1969.
Punting
Most Punts—12 by North Texas State, 1965.
Lowest Avg. Per Punt (Min. 5)—21.7 by
Southern Mississippi (7 punts), 1962.
First Down*
Fewest Total First Downs—3 by Louisville,
1962.
Most Total First Downs—36 by Ole Miss,
1980.
Penalties
Most Penalties—14 by Mississippi, 1970
and Drake, 1972
Most Yards Penalized—176, Drake, 1972.
Fumble*
Most Fumbles—8 by Mississippi State and
Tulsa, 1976.
Most Fumbles Lost—6 by Tulsa, 1972.

There are now three James Davis storesin Memphis.

James Dams

DEAN FOODS
2040 Madison
Memphis, Tn.
726-5684

Laurelwood • Germantown • Park Place

One Great Eating and Drinking Establishment
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The AllStar Team

HIGHLAND
HUNDRED

Conwood Corporation

Memphis, Tennessee38101

Becoming a member of a support group is an opportunity to participate actively in the football program at M.S.U. The Highland Hundred offers you such an
opportunity. Organized in 1958 for the purpose of supporting the Memphis State University football program, we are beginning our twenty-third year of
service to the Tigers. The founders of the organization established a goal of one hundred members which furnished the basis for our organizational name.
The "Hundred" has grown with the Memphis State football program to become a nationally recognized booster club with an active membership.
Anyone interested in supporting the Tigers has a place in the Highland Hundred. The membership fee is $50.00 per year, or $25.00 per year for associate
members (under age 25). Members are entitled to participate in all club activities throughout the year. Meetings are held each Tuesday evening during
the football season and monthly for the remainder of the year. You will receive a newsletter which announces the agenda for each meeting and updates you
on interesting facts about the Tigers and the season. Meetings usually include game films narrated by a member of the coaching staff, a scouting report on
the upcoming opponent, remarks from Coach Richard Williamson, and special father son and daughter night. Each member also receives a Highland Hundred
license plate, member patch, and a membership card. We invite you to help us help Memphis State. For information call 454-2806.
MEMBERS AS OF SEPTEMBER 3, 1981
Abernathy, Stanton

Carlson, Jim D.
Carmack, Kenneth
Carney, Joe
Carpenter, Dr. Tom

Alsobrook, Charles E.
Childress, Dan N.
Cleaves, Nolen W.
Clunan, Rev. Msgr. Pau
Cook, Gerry
Cooper, Joe
Cox, Larry D.
Crawford, Hall, Sr.
Crone, George E.
Cut I ip, Forrest
Belote, George E., Jr.
Daniel, David A.
Bendall, Rick
Daniels, Ray
Deen, Joseph
Bizot, Emile a!, Ill
Decker, B. B.
Black, Gordon
Denman, Fred
Blackwell, John W.
Dismukes, William R.
Bobbin, Ralph
Dixson, Richard L.
Downen, Jerry, Jr.
Bonds, Roger
Dremmon, C. Cleveland
Borup, Robert L., Jr., ) Drewry, Hugh
Bourland, Rob'tL, Jr. C Eason, Dr. Hamel B.
Echols, Jim
Edwards, James D.
Edwards, Terry
Brooks, C. X.
Evans, Edward B.
Brown, Bernie J.
Fahrmann, Tony
Burkle, George
Farris, William W.
Fisher, Charlie K., Jr.

Fristick, Tom A.
Fulghum, Gene
Fulghum, James E., :
Gabrielleschi, V. J.
Garibaldi, A. C.
Gates, J. Jack

Taylor, Larry L.
Taylor, Richard A.
Thomas, Champ
Thomas, Dr. Lloyd R.
Thurmer, Lon
Thweat, Ray
Tipler, James R.
Todd, William F.
Tucker, J. E.

Jackson, Richard T.
Jacobs, John E., Jr.

Go ins, Blair E.
Grashot, Louis D.
Greer, H. Franklin
Gregory, George, Jr.
Gregory, George, Sr.

Schutt, Thomas C.
Scott, Murray, Jr.
Scruggs, Raymond F.

Peeples, Bobby J.

Hill, W. Bernard
Hokanson, Alan
Hollingsworth, Al,
Hollis, John G.
Hosea, Danny
Huggins, D. W.

MAIL TO: HIGHLAND HUNDRED
P.O. BOX 11014
MEMPHIS, TN. 38111

Maddox, Charles R.
Maddox, George W.
Magoffin, Frank
Mailery, Benton
Markham, Jas. B., Jr.
Markham, Jas. B., Sr.
Massey, Douglass H.

Perry, Bill M.
Pickering, Joe
Pitts, John
Plough, Abe
Pritchard, Mike
Rains, Davis L., Jr.
Reese, Harvey C., Jr.,
Rhoads, Richard A.
Ricossa, Louis

Whitehead, Dr. Wm
Wiggins, Milton
Stemmler, William, Jr.
Stephens, Chas., L., II
Summers, Rick
Sweeney, Roger M.
Talley, Bob
Talley, John
Taylor, Chas.Curtis,III

MEMBER'S APPLICATION

_HOMEPHONE_
RESIDENCE ADDRESS—
BUSINESS ADDRESS
Memberships at $50.00 Per Year

Check Enclosed (

Associate Dues: $25.00 Per Year (under age 25)

(

Please Charge to Master Charge Account Number —
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Please Charge to VISA Account Number

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
Lallry Alford

Roland Dale
Athletic Director

Dr. Aubrey K. Lucas
President

USM Administration Building

Bobby Collins
Head Coach

Shane Gabourel

TIGER CLUB ADDITIONS

WHEELS OF SUPPORT

As Of October, 1981
SUPER TIGER CLUB
Clarence G. Harrington, Jr., M.D.
STRIPED TIGER CLUB
Dr. Robert Riley Jones
Borden E. Bell, Jr.
Metal Vent
BENGAL TIGER CLUB
American Electric Motors, Inc.
Mr. Alan Hokanson
Parts Inc.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Shivler Electric
Shoney's South Inc.
Dr. D. H. Terry
David A. Skaarer

The Memphis State University Athletic De
partment would like to thank the following
Memphis Area Car Dealers for their support
of the Tiger Athletic Program:

TOM'S CLUB
Everett W. Cook and Sons, Inc.
Barrettville Bank and Trust
National Trust Life

PRYOR OLDS
CHUCK HUTTON CHEVROLET
MADISON CADILLAC
TOM BELL CHEVROLET
COVINGTON PIKE TOYOTA
BLUFF CITY BUICK
REGAL OLDS
PAT PATTERSON DATSUN/VOLVO
TIM FUSS CHEVROLET
SHELTON HARRISON CHEVROLET
PAT CARTER PONTIAC
TIM PRICE CHEVROLET
GRACELAND CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
FOSTER AUTO WORLD
BUD DAVIS CADILLAC

TIGER TRACKERS
Gary Alsobrook
Mr. R. C. Kremser III
Lit Refrigeration Co.
Mr. Edwin M. Marks
H. Franklin Miller, DDS
Dr. Bailey W. Prichard
R. L. Peters
Duffy Personnel Service
Tim Treadwell
TIGER TRACKERS — ASSOCIATE
Mr. Phillip Scrip

Mike Schiro

George Tillman

PARK BOWLING LANES
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
Leu then five minute* from ichool in PARK Shopping Center
PARK AT GETV/ELL 323-2624
TANDY SHAW, Mgr.

THE SOUTHERN CO., Inc.
Rotary Lifts / Quincy Air Compressors
300 E. Georgia
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Memphis, Tennessee

Joey Hendrix

Group Office
1555 Lynnfield, Suite 109
(901?7167?6872
Purolator Courier Corp.
A Purolator Services Company 277g9Rud(jeJfRo|d
Memphis, Tennessee 38112
(901) 365-1670

Purolator

rz
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4940 SUMMER AVE
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• 1««« WINCHESTER

All the ComforU of Rome!

Sammy Winder

DEFENSE
"SF"-quality Uniflo*
is the great"preventdefense" against
engine wearprotects so well it
actually exceeds the
American Petroleum
Institute's newest
and toughest stan
dard for motor oil
performance.

E*ON

1
Uniflo
MOTOR C

EXCEEDS API SF

snap,

PASS
TOUCHDOWN
KING COTTON FRANKS SCORE HIGH THIS
SEASON WITH GREAT FLAVOR AND A
BRIGHT NEW PACKAGE!
This season, the King Cotton team is dressed
out in new "uniforms"and looking forward
to a winning record. You simply can't lose
with the great taste of King Cotton's plump,
juicy franks. Look for our bright new
packages in the line-up at your grocery store.

Uniflo gains yardage.
Averaged 15 extra
miles per tank of gas,
after break-in, com
pared to conventional
multi-grade oil.
Proved through
500,000 miles of test
driving. Change to
Uniflo. And join
the drive for
better mileage.

OFFENSE

Save 15c

j [Save 10c

I

on one 16 oz. package
King Cotton Jumbo Beef or j I on one 12 or 16 oz. package j
I | King Cotton Franks
Big 8 Franks
1
!!

STORE COUPON

70457 101351

,

• pwCVCto

STORE COUPON

I
j [gw™

70457 101403
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WHILE THE TIGERS WERE
BEEFIHG UP THEIR LIRE,

ANTHONY PARKER
Punt Returner

TIGER
PLAYER
OF THE
WEEK

UP OURS.

We've added a lot of beef to our
championship team of Datsun
Super Series Forklifts. Our new line
up includes 18 all-star performers rang
ing in size from 2,000 to 8,000 lb. capaci
ties, in cushion and pneumatic tire models
with gasoline, diesel andelectric power.Best
of all, our team"eats'" light at the training table,
competiproviding fuel savings up) to55% over competi
tive models. So if you want to i
our
add some real depth to your
materials handling team,
contact thenearest Datsun i
dealer, shown below.

Jim

DATSUN
FORKLIFTS

Drive • P.O. Box 161404 • Memphis, TN 38116 •Telephone: 901/396-5170

a T 0 N
BARTON EQUIPMENT COMPANY

PRESCOTT DRUGS, INC.

Phone 332 2013
.

M

Compliments of

C I £ #- •

^

3831 Airways Blvd. — F. O. box 3Ulo4
' H I S

T E N N t *

2321 Byrn
S

JONES LUMBER & HARDWARE CO.
Architectural Millwork
1755 Airwiyj Blvd.

327-1621
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Best wishes to Memphis State University on a SUCCESSFUL season.

The PHOENIX MFG. CO., Inc.
DESIGNING

STAINLESS STEEL—CARBON STEEL—BRASS—ALUMINUM

FABRICATION

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL

t"
j

WELDING FACILITIES • SHEET & PLATE FABRICATION

SPECIALTY FABRICATORS OF HEAVY SHEET METAL
& STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLIES
Shearing & Forming Capacity

MORE
THAN JUST
A BANK...
WE'RE VOUR
BANKER.

Through %" Plate 12'-0" Long
CUSTOM FABRICATION

'Let Our Engineering Department Be Of Service To You"

P. O. Box 13168, Riverside Station
1488 Channel Avenue (on the Island)
Memphis, Tennessee 38113

Commercial & Industrial Bank of Memphis

DUPLICATING-PUNCHING

Ken Carmack
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948-3351

Lonny Sharpe

CHEVY CAVALIER

THE FULL-BLOWN CAR

Shaped by gale force winds.
The sleek hatchback, you see nosed
proudly into the wind is one of the four
new front-wheel-drive Cavaliers de
signed for aerodynamics and refined
by gale force winds created by a giant
fan like the one at the right. And when
we combined Cavalier's aerody
namic character with a spunky 1.8 Uter
transverse-mounted engine, it resulted
in very impressive EPA mileage esti
mates.
43 EST. HIGHWAY \M EPA EST. MPG.
4? EST HIGHWAY FOR CALIF. AND WAGON

Use estimated MPG for comparisons.
Your mileage may differ depending
on speed, distance, weather. Actual highway mileage lower.
Some Chevrplets are equipped with engines produced by
other GM divisions subsidiaries a affiliated companies worldwide.
See your dealerfa details

Full-blown list of 43 standard features.
While we're on the subject of impressive, consider the fact that

Cavalier is our most fully equipped new
car ever.Complete with 43standard fea
tures like an AM radio with quartz digital
clock (may be deleted for credit), side
and rear window defoggers, power
brakes, glass-belted radials, plus rackand-pinion steering. Manyof which you'd
pay extrafa onother cars.

As intriguing inside as it is
outside.

Now, lefs talk intrigue. E
only does Cavalier give you ample
head, hip and leg room. It also gives you
lots of intriguing interia niceties like a full
console with storage area, a trip
odometer, full carpeting and reclining
front seats. Soyou can relax. Completely.

At a Chevy price that won't blow you away.

Cavalier's completeness extends to a choice of four models.
(Sedan, coupe, hatchback and spacious wagon.) There's a com
plete commitment to quality with ova 1.000 quality checks. And
each Cavalia comes complete with an affordable Chevy price.
So test drive Cavalia at your Chevy dealers Then compare it to
other carsCavalia. you'll find,will win in a breeze.

